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COMPANY IDENTIFICATION

Australis Seafoods S.A.

RUT: 76.003.557-2

Decher 161, Puerto Varas, 

Los Lagos region.

CONTACT

Phone
(+56 65) 256 6100

Manager of Corporate Affairs and 
Human Resources
Josefina Moreno T.
comunicaciones@australis-sa.com
jmoreno@australis-sa.com

www.australis-seafoods.com
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OUR VISION

"To be leaders of the industry in a sustainable 
way through innovation and constant challenge." 

7 Sustainability Report 2020
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REPORT SCOPE

Below, we present the fourth Australis Seafoods Sustainability Report*, prepared in accordance with 
the Essential option of the standards of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). This allows us to make 
known the information necessary to understand the nature of the company, our material issues and 
how we manage the report, through the work developed in our Sustainability strategy. 

This report covers the period from January 1 to December 31, 2020, as a complement to the periodic and 
annual information that the company provides to its main stakeholders. All these documents, including 
this sustainability report, are publicly accessible and can be found on our website: WWW.AUSTRALIS-
SEAFOODS.COM 

You	will	also	find	information	on	each	of	our	subsidiaries:	Fitz	Roy	Plant,	Torres	del	Paine	Plant,	Australis	
Seawater and Australis Freshwater. Our Dumestre Plant, located in the city of Puerto Natales, is under 
construction, which is why it is not considered in the data reported for this report.

REPORTABILITY PERIOD

• January 1 to December 31, 2020. 
•	This	report	has	no	external	verification.	However,	all	the	data	presented	here	wes	verified	by	external	
companies.

(*) Australis Seafoods' first public sustainability report corresponded to 2017, continuing its preparation 
annually.
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WE ARE AUSTRALIS SEAFOODS
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Welcome

GENERAL MANAGER LETTER 

2020 was an extremely challenging year in 
various aspects, the Covid-19 pandemic hit us all, 
forcing us to challenge our way of doing things. 
We had to modify our plans and adapt, not only in 
productive terms but in all our regular work and 
our way of relating.   We broke communication 
and interaction paradigms and began from, one 
moment to the next, a new normal as a society 
that, of course, also became that of our company.

The priority is, was and will be the care and 
health of our people, by far our most important 
asset. For them and for the sustainability of our 
business, we had to develop protocols and keep 
ourselves updated on sanitary measures every 
day, access new platforms to interact from a 
distance; and to accommodate ourselves to the 
teleworking modality for all the positions that 
were possible. Likewise, in each of our farming 

centers and process plants, we implemented 
sanitary barriers, security protocols, permanent 
tests and continuous informative communication 
in relation to Covid-19.

In	this	context,	we	were	the	first	company	in	the	
southern area to obtain the Covid-19 Seal issued 
by	Mutual	 de	 Seguridad,	which	 certifies	 that	 all	
facilities have implemented preventive measures, 
recommendations and regulations promoted by 
the health authority.

Likewise, during 2020, another important 
milestone in Occupational Health and Safety was 
achieved. Australis obtained the Competitive PEC 
certification	issued	by	Mutual	de	Seguridad	which	
measures the implementation of a management 
system for a preventive approach to safety and 
health at work, beyond what is indicated by 
current regulations.

In the midst of this profound transformation, 
the company was in a crucial year in terms of its 
production strategy, reaching more than 100,000 
tons of WFE harvested product. We achieved the 
highest production in the history of Australis, 
positioning ourselves as the second exporter of 
salmon in our country. 

In order to offer quality products to our local 
consumer, we created the La Cosecha del Mar 
brand through which we seek to market a premium 
salmon, but with dedicated value-added work in 
coordination with small local companies. In this 
way, and through our Australis Stores, located in 
Santiago, Puerto Varas and Puerto Natales, we 
offer our products, which allow us to diversify the 
form of interaction in terms of experience with 
our salmon.

In line with diversity and in accordance with our 
development	 in	 the	 field	 of	 Human	 Rights,	 we	
continue to work on initiatives linked to the Gender 
Parity Initiative (GPI), a public-private strategy, 
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promoted by the Inter-American Development 
Bank and the World Economic Forum. Through 
which, we implement a series of actions in line 
with gender equality. One of the main initiatives, 
among another series of initiatives, consisted in the 
formation of a Diversity Committee, represented 
by key leaders from different areas and regions, 
through which we also work on initiatives on the 
inclusion of people with disabilities in order to 
promote an inclusive, equal and diverse culture 
and development in our company. 

Finally, I would like to highlight that this year 
we	 officially	 launched	 our	 Sustainability	
Strategy focused on six pillars of action that 
address the most strategic points for Australis 
according to its main stakeholders and that cover 
different aspects of our corporate governance, 
environmental compliance. and responsible 
development of our business. Development and 

implementation that we will present through this 
report, hand in hand with each of the leaders of 
the different areas, who make up the heart of this 
strategy. 

We invite you to read and be part of this path to 
sustainability at Australis. 

Ricardo Misraji Vaizer
General Manager

AUSTRALIS SEAFOODS S.A.
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OUR HISTORY

At Australis Seafoods we have had sustained growth over time, which 
has allowed us to consolidate our business within the salmon farming 
industry in Chile and the world, through the integration of our processes 
and technological innovation. 
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Australis founds the New World Currents consortium to develop 
the Chinese market.2014

A new commercial office is founded in Miami, United States.2016

With the acquisition of the Fitz Roy Australis Seafoods processing 
plant, it achieves the vertical integration of its entire production 2013

Acquisition of the smolt producer Australis S.A.2003

The business is expanded with the founding of Australis Mar S.A. 
and the parent company Australis Seafoods SA is established.2007

Australis Mar SA achieved a historical production increase of 58% 
compared to the previous year. 2015

Australis achieves the largest production of WFE raw material in its 
history with 64,819 tons.2017

2018 In mid-2018, Australis inaugurated its new corporate building 
located in Puerto Varas, Los Lagos region. 

Australis acquires the Torres del Paine process plant in Punta 
Arenas, in order to promote development in the region and make 
production processes more efficient and effective. 

In October 2019, Australis leaves the New World Currents 
consortium and develops its export directly to China.

In July 2019, Food Investment SpA (a subsidiary of the Joyvio 
group) acquired 99.84% of the shares of Australis Seafoods S.A., 
forming a new board.

2019

Australis remained over industry performance in one of the biggest 
sanitary crises of the Chilean salmon industry.2008

2020
In July of this year, Australis consolidates its commitment to sustainable 
development, officially launching its Sustainability Strategy 
2020-2030.
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PRODUCTIVE STRATEGY 
 

Australis achieves a harvest record with 108 
thousand tons, exceeding 100 thousand and 
adding few companies in the country that have 
achieved this growth mark in a 100% organic 
way.

The long-term lease of the Copihue and Rahue 
freshwater centers is consolidated, which will 
be part of the backbone of Australis together 
with Las Vertientes, Ketrun Rayen and Estero 
Matanza. This will allow us to maintain within, 
our production control, more than 70% of the 
company's smolt production need, in direct 
relation to its new size of 100,000 tons / year.

FEATURED MILESTONES 2020

ADVANCES IN SUSTAINABILITY 

Official	 launch	 of	 our	 2020-2030	 Sustainability	
Strategy, a milestone that consolidates our 
commitment to sustainable development and 
our stakeholders in environmental, social and 
governance terms.

We set up a Diversity Committee, in order to 
promote a range of initiatives regarding the 
inclusion of people with disabilities and gender 
equality, in our company.

Please add some corporate governance milestone 
(see Legal, something of the Crime Prevention 
Model type) and some milestone of the Reduction 
of antibiotics type.  
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DUMESTRE PROCESS PLANT

In 2019, we began the 
construction of our Dumestre 
process plant in the Magallanes 
region, which continued 
its operations despite the 
Covid-19 pandemic, complying 
with the strictest safety 
protocols for its own workers 
and contractors, who, hand in 
hand with the Chilean Chamber 
of Construction, implemented 
additional control and 
protection measures in order 
to continue with this great 
project. 

LA COSECHA DEL MAR 
TRADEMARK LAUNCH 

La Cosecha del Mar is a new 
premium products commercial 
brand for Chile, through which we 
seek to market a premium quality 
salmon, but with dedicated value-
added work in coordination with 
small local companies. In this 
way, and through our Australis 
Stores, we offer these products 
that allow us to diversify the 
form of interaction in terms of 
experience with our salmon.

ADVANCES IN MIXED HARVEST

During 2020, we continue to 
perfect our mixed harvest, 
a system that combines the 
operational harvesting and 
slaughter processes, allowing 
us to make our resources more 
efficient	 and	 achieving	 set	
objectives. 

We managed to standardize 
production results in optimal 
quality, allowing us to meet the 
highest demands of the markets 
in which we participate.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL

Pursuant to the provisions of Title XV of Law 
No. 18,045 on the Securities Market, as of 
December 31, 2020, the Company is controlled 
in its majority by Food Investment SpA which in 
turn is 100% controlled by Fresh Investment. 

There are no natural persons behind the Fresh 
Investment	SpA	company	that	can	be	classified	
as controllers under the terms of Title XV of Law 
No. 18,045. There are no joint action agreements.

STRUCTURE OF THE PROPERTY 

AUSTRALIS SEAFOODS GROUP

The Australis Seafoods SA group, through its 
subsidiaries, participates in the production and 
commercialization of products of aquaculture 
origin. As a company, it is particularly dedicated to 
the production, fattening and commercialization of 
salmonid species, in the main markets of the world.

As of December 31, 2020, Australis Seafoods SA 
divided its operation into 4 main companies:

Australis Agua Dulce S.A.

It focuses on the production of smolts in fresh 
water, which are then planted in seawater 
centers.

Australis Mar S.A.

It is responsible for the fattening in sea water 
and the commercialization and export of 
salmonid species.

Congelados y Conservas Fitz Roy S.A. 
and Pesquera Torres del Paine LTDA.

Our plants focus on the processing of the raw 
material resulting from the processing phase, 
providing maquila services to companies of the 
Australis Seafoods group and to third parties.
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MAIN BRANDS USED 

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS TO 
WHICH IT BELONGS:

• SalmonChile Association of the 
Salmon Industry of Chile A.G.

• Association of Salmon and 
Trout Producers of Magallanes 
A.G.

• CorpAysén, Corporación de 
Desarrollo Productivo del 
Litoral Aysén (CorpAysén).

• ISS, Salmon Social Initiative.

• Global Salmon Initiative (GSI).

• Global Sustainable Seafood 
Initiative (GSSI). 
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The	Board	of	Directors	 is	made	up	of	 5	members,	who	hold	 office	 for	
a period of three years, at the end of which all its members will cease in 
their functions, notwithstanding that the board of shareholders may 
indefinitely	re-elect	one	or	more	of	them.	The	Company's	management	
does not consider alternate directors. 

Members of the Australis Seafoods SA Board (as of December 2020)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

MANAGEMENT

Jie Tang President EA3694639 Commercial Engineer

Shaopeng Chen Director E60330706 Engineer

Sinchao Dong Director EG0002052 Accountant

Jianhua Chen Director EG5340472 Commercial Engineer

Lin Ji Director EF203128 International Trade

DIRECTORY

General Manager

Administration 
and Finance 

Manager

Production 
Manager

Manager of 
Corporate
Affairs and 

Human 
Resources

Operations 
and Projects 

Manager

Commercial 
Manager

Legal and 
Regulatory 

Affairs 
Manager

Manager, 
Management 

and 
Development 

Control

Freshwater 
Production

Manager

Supply Manager

Fitz Roy Plant 
and Process 

Manager

Torres del Paine 
Plant Process 

Manager

Logistics and 
Network
Manager
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Ricardo Misraji Vaizer 
General Manager 

•	Commercial	Engineer,	Pontificia	Universidad	Católica	de	Chile
• MBA, University   of Cambridge (UK) 
• Appointment Date: 07/30/2013

Rubén Henríquez Núñez
Legal and Regulatory Affairs 
Manager

•	Lawyer,	Pontificia	Universidad	Católica	de	Valparaíso	
•	Master's	degree	in	Administrative	Law,	Pontificia	Universidad	Católica	de	
Valparaíso	
• Master's degree in Corporate Compliance, Universidad Complutense Madrid
• Appointment Date: 07/17/2013

Derek Kohn Bruggemann 
Commercial Manager 

•	Commercial	Engineer,	Pontificia	Universidad	Católica	de	Chile
• Appointment Date: 06/15/2015

Josefina Moreno Tudela
Manager of Corporate Affairs 
and Human Resources 

• Lawyer, Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez 
• Master's degree in Business Law, Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez
• Master's Degree in Labor Law, Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez
• Appointment Date: 11/14/2016

Cristián Sauterel Rodríguez
Production Manager 

• Veterinary Doctor, Universidad Católica de Temuco
• MBA, Universidad San Sebastián
• MBM, Universidad Lleida, España.
• Appointment Date: 12/23/2013 

Adriano Cabrini Fernández 
Operations and Projects 
Manager

•	Civil	Industrial	Engineer,	Pontificia	Universidad	Católica	de	Chile	
• Appointment Date: 06/01/2018 

Gerardo Crot Rebolledo 
Fitz Roy Plant and Process 
Manager

• Food Engineer, Universidad de La Frontera 
• Appointment Date: 01/04/2016

Moisés Saravia Ortiz*
Administration and Finance 
Manager

•	Civil	Industrial	Engineer,	Pontificia	Universidad	Católica	de	Chile
• MBA, London Business School (UK)
• Appointment Date: 03/17/2014

Santiago Garretón Sánchez
Manager, Management and 
Development Control

•	Civil	Industrial	Engineer,	Pontificia	Universidad	Católica	de	Chile
• Appointment Date: June 19, 2017

Claudio Figueroa Lizana
Freshwater Production
Manager

• Veterinary Doctor, Universidad Austral de Chile
• MBA, Universidad Diego Portales 
• Appointment Date: July 3, 2017

Ignacio Bravo Herreros
Logistics and Network
Manager

• Industrial Civil Engineer, Universidad de los Andes.
• Appointment Date: April 1, 2019

Fernando Silva Villanueva
Supply Manager

• Public Accountant and Auditor, Universidad de la Frontera
• Appointment Date: July 1, 2019

Rodrigo Pinto Cespedes
Torres del Paine Plant Process 
Manager

• Industrial Civil Engineer, Universidad de la Frontera
•	MBA,	Universidad	Técnica	Federico	Santa	María	
• Appointment Date: July 1, 2020

(*) As of the date of publication of this report, this position is held by Santiago Garretón, current Australis 
Administration and Finance Manager.
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OUR OPERATIONS

At Australis Seafoods we have the necessary infrastructure to face the 
operational challenges presented by the industry and the markets where 
we operate. 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION OF OUR OPERATION 

Main assets of the company

• 1 corporate building in Puerto Varas
• 4 hatcheries
• 96 aquaculture concessions  
 • 3 in the Los Lagos region 
 • 61 in the Aysén region  
 • 32 in the Magallanes region  
• 32 pontoons 
• 2 secondary process plants:
 • Los Lagos 5,600 m2; 60,000 ton WFE capacity
               • Magallanes: 6,668 m2; 40,000 ton WFE capacity

PATRIMONY
236,606 MUSD

DEBT
186,529 MUSD
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Australis Seafoods operates its 
production chain in 6 regions of 
southern Chile

Corporate Building
 Puerto Varas city,

Los Lagos region

Corporate Building
and Processing Plant

Calbuco city,
Los Lagos region

Aysén Farming centers 
Puerto	Chacabuco	office,

Aysén region

Corporate Building,  
Farming center and

processing plant 
Puerto	Natales	office

Punta Arenas processing plant
Magallanes region

Freshwater Hatcheries
Biobío	region

La	Araucanía	region
Los Lagos region

WHERE DO WE OPERATE?
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Commercial Office
Miami: Trapananda
Seafarms	Commercial	Office

Commercial Office
Beijing: Joyvio Foods
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INTEGRATION TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
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At Australis Seafoods, we base our growth around the fundamental 
principles and foci of sustainability: care for the Environment, Our 
People and the development of a Responsible Business, which 
are born as a result of the needs and expectations of our main 
stakeholders, regarding our organization.

In 2020, we worked on the implementation of our Sustainability 
Strategy, which is in line with our purpose and vision for the future, 
with sustainable development being the main protagonist for our 
objectives as a company.

OUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE

PURPOSE

"We are passionate about generating a positive impact 
in people's lives, through the production and delivery 
of healthy food, challenging our way of doing things, 
through the sustainable development of communities 
and our environment."
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OUR VISION

"Being industry leaders in a sustainable way 
through innovation and constant challenge”
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New trends and demands in today's business world keep us 
facing different challenges and adaptation processes, where 
environmental and social issues have the same importance as 
economic outcomes. 
In addition, we are convinced that the only way for us to move 
forward over time is to continue with the transition towards 
sustainability, guaranteeing healthy and responsible growth, which 
motivates us to put our focus on caring for the Environment, Our 
People and maintaining a Responsible Business. 
It is very important for us to maintain our corporate culture and 
seal,	 which	 identifies	 us	 as	 a	 serious,	 ethical	 and	 transparent	
organization, which works every day to improve and promote 
its labor, social and environmental standards, in addition to 
demonstrating coherence between discourse and action.

In this line, our sustainability strategy is transformed into Australis' 
great articulator of initiatives, giving answers to the different 
stakeholders of the company.

OUR SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 
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Environmental Care

 

       

                                              
        

       
      

   

Australis
2020-2030

Sustainability 
Strategy

Caring for our people

Re
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Good
Environment

Good
Goverment

Persons

Good
Neighbor

Responsible
Products

Provide safe and quality products, 
while observing the welfare of the 

fish	and	biosecurity.	

In our first year of operation, we fulfilled 80% of all the goals and indicators 
committed for 2020. This advance was verified by Deloitte as an external validator 
(attach the verification certificate as an annex).

Lead	strategic	definitions	based	
on integrity, transparency and 

regulatory compliance.

Develop operations in a 
sustainable	way,	efficiently	
using available resources.

Maximize the local social
and	economic	benefit

of our business.

Maximize, support, add
value to employees and

broader workforce.

Have a positive
environmental impact.

*Review Deloitte Verification Letter, on page 206.
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AUSTRALIS SEAFOODS STAKEHOLDERS

COLLABORATORS

SUPPLIERS / CONTRACTORS

COMMUNITIES

CIVIL SOCIETY

CUSTOMERS

GUILDS / ASSOCIATIONS

NGO's

MEDIA AND ACADEMY
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OUR PATH TO SUSTAINABILITY

Australis Seafoods' 2020 Sustainability Strategy consolidates the progressive effort from previous 
years to integrate sustainable development in the company.

2 0 1 6

2 0 1 7

2 0 1 8

2 0 1 9

2 0 2 0

T O D A Y

• 1st Sustainability Report
• 1st Materiality Process
• Creation of CSR area.

• 1st Public Sustainability Report 
• Integration to the GSI.

• 1st Corporate Carbon Footprint Measurement.
• Creation of Communications area.

• New Vision: Australis Sustainability.
• Creation of Communications area.

• Sustainability Strategy
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MATERIALITY

The topics to be presented through this report are created based 
on the materiality study carried out in 2019, which analyzed the 
relevant topics for Australis Seafoods and its main stakeholders, 
which in turn are the foundation of the Sustainability Strategy. 

Aligned with the GRI International Guide, issues that highlight the 
economic, environmental, and social effects of the organization, 
or	those	that	significantly	influence	stakeholder	assessments	and	
decisions, are considered relevant. 
This analysis is a process in constant evolution from a double 
perspective: temporal and operational. 

To identify the material topics to be addressed in this report, the 
guidelines of the GRI Guide STANDARD version were followed, 
considering the following stages:

IDENTIFICATION              PRIORIZATION              

• Review of Relevant Issues 
(pre-selection of material 
topics).
• Stakeholder Surveys.

• Cross-sectional analysis 
of priority results for each 
stakeholder group.
• Materiality matrix 
development.
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Diagnosis of 
materiality

Setting up 
fundamental 

pillars

Definition of 
indicators Final strategy

Survey of 
material 

issues with all 
Stakeholders.

Validation of 
materiality and 

development 
of the foci and 
fundamental 

pillars.
Australis.

Definition	
of Australis 

ambition and 
validation of 

KPIs.

Delivery 
and launch 

Sustainability 
Strategy 
Australis 
Seafoods. 

Each	 of	 the	 topics	 identified	 as	 materials	 for	 the	 preparation	 of	 this	 report	 represents	 a	 risk	 or	
opportunity,	identified,	measured	and	managed	by	Australis	Seafoods,	always	considering	the	positive	
and negative impacts, as well as what our stakeholders want to know.

Our process for raising the company's Sustainability Strategy with all stakeholders.
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As part of the launch of the 2020 Sustainability Strategy, we held our first public 
Webinar "Integration to Sustainable Development", where we had the presence of 
collaborators and leaders of the strategy, representatives of the salmon farming 
union, suppliers, the media and sustainability leaders from other companies in 
the industry.
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PRIORIZATION

As	a	result	of	the	stages	for	the	materiality	survey,	the	identified	issues	were	prioritized	in	a	matrix	
that determined the relevant aspects to report on the economic, social and environmental dimensions 
in our 2020 Sustainability Report.

MATERIALITY RANKING

1. Community Relations
2. Product Safety and Quality
3. Integrity and Transparency Ethics
4. Occupational Health and Safety
5. Talent Management
6. Biosecurity
7. Environmental Footprint
8. Human rights
9. Fish welfare
10. Economic results
11. Regulatory Changes
12. Biodiversity
13. Climate change
14. Crisis management
15. Responsible Supply
16. Innovation, Big Data and Technology

Community 
Relations

Product Safety and 
Quality

Integrity and Transparency Ethics

Occupational 
Health and Safety

Talent Management
Bi

os
ec

ur
it

y

Human rights

Environmental 
Footprint

Fish welfare

Climate 
change

Biodiversity

Economic results

Crisis 
management

Regulatory Changes

Innovation, Big Data and Technology

Responsible 
Supply

Importance for the company

Im
portance for interest groups

Moderate High

M
oderate

H
igh
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DIALOGUE WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

Maintaining communication channels that help build long-term and transparent relationships with 
our stakeholders is essential for Australis Seafoods. For this reason, we are concerned with reaching 
out through different means and initiatives that allow us to understand their interests and needs in 
order to advance in our commitment to Sustainable Development. 

The information, listening and dialogue channels for relations with each of the most relevant 
stakeholders for Australis Seafoods are detailed below. 

Stakeholders Information, Listening and Dialogue Channels

Collaborators and leaders of the 
organization

- Intranet 
- Bulletin Boards
- MPD Complaint Channels
- Informational Screens
- Communications Mail
- Newsletters
- Joint Health and Safety Committees 
- Sustainability Report
- Suggestions Box
- Communications phone
- Australis Contact form

Customers - Direct relationship with Commercial management
-	Meetings	in	commercial	offices
- Visits to our facilities
- Participation in international fairs
- Website
- Mailboxes such as Communications and Info Australis
- MPD Complaint Channels
- Social media
- LinkedIn
- Sustainability Report
- Australis Contact form

Consumers - Santiago, Puerto Varas and Puerto Natales stores
- Mailboxes such as Communications and Info Australis
- Social Networks (Instagram)
- Cooking lessons

Suppliers - Meetings 
- Mailboxes such as Communications and Info Australis
- Contract administration
- MPD Complaint Channels
- Australis Contact form
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Communities - Community Ties Program
- MPD
-	Puerto	Natales	Office	and	Store
- CSR email box
      - Australis Contact form

Local authorities - Public Affairs Meetings
- Visits to the company's facilities

Sector authorities - Operation Coordination 
- Public Affairs Plan
- Visits to the company's facilities
- Audits mailbox

Non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) 

- Meetings
- Joint development programs

Industrial associations
• Global Salmon Initiative
• SalmonChile
• Magallanes Salmon
Farmers Association
• Corpaysén

- Website
- Sustainability Report
- Social media

Academics - Meetings

Media - Meetings
- Activities and visits to the company's facilities
- Communications Email

Business Partners
• Bice
• Santander
• Banco de Chile 

- Info Australis mailbox
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GOOD GOVERNANCE
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OUR COMMITMENT AS
A CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

We	seek	to	lead	strategic	definitions	based	on	integrity,	transparency	
and regulatory compliance, always demonstrating a coherence between 
discourse and action. 
In addition, we want to carry out all our activities in harmony with the 
environment, maintaining special care in the sanitary and environmental 
conditions of its process throughout the value chain.

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

Our Code of Ethics and Conduct establishes the values, ethical 
principles and behavioral guidelines that guide the actions that 
Australis members must adopt.

During 2020, we updated our Code of Ethics and Conduct, which is 
aligned with the guiding principles of Integration to Sustainable 
Development and our 2020-2030 Sustainability Strategy.
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We are Australis Seafoods

We are committed to the sustainable management 
of	 our	 significant	 environmental,	 economic	
and social impact for our company and for our 
stakeholders.

GUIDING COMMITMENTS OF THE CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT AT 
AUSTRALIS SEAFOODS.

Committed to our people

We are committed to empowering and supporting 
our internal and external collaborators, adding 
value to their skills and abilities.

Commitment of our collaborators

As collaborators, we are responsible for working 
according to our values and integrity embodied 
in our Code of Ethics, so we will always be able to 
demonstrate that all our actions are taken under 
the slogan of transparency and the common 
good of the company.

Our sustainable relationship with the 
environment

Demonstrating our environmental and social 
responsibility by identifying, understanding 
and managing our impact at each stage of 
operations, promoting and fostering a positive 
coexistence with nature, biodiversity and the 
social environment.

Our commitment as a corporate governance

Leading	the	strategic	definitions,	based	on	integrity,	
transparency and regulatory compliance.

Our relationship with external stakeholders

Building transparency and probity relationships 
with those with which Australis Seafoods and 
subsidiaries interact is fundamental to our success, 
which is why we promote interactions that increase 
trust both at the level of people and with regulatory 
bodies.
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CRIME PREVENTION MODEL

Australis has a Crime Prevention Model (CPM), through which it manages and controls activities that are 
exposed to the risks of criminal liability offenses committed by legal persons. This tool seeks to promote an 
organizational culture of business integrity.

During	2020,	we	trained	100%	of	our	managers,	assistant	managers,	and	heads	of	office	in	the	company's	
Crime Prevention Policy and Model (CPM).

On	our	website	you	can	find	the	corporate	video	to	learn	more	about	our	CPM:
http://australis-seafoods.com/wp-content/uploads/MPDAUSTRALIS.mp4

COMPLAINTS CHANNEL

It is the means by which all our collaborators at Australis Seafoods and Subsidiaries may report, 
anonymously or under strict reservation, violations of the Code of Ethics and Conduct, regulations, 
policies, procedures, the Crime Prevention Model, and other internal and external regulations, for the 
purpose of being investigated.
In addition, we have a detailed protocol on handling and monitoring these situations, based on the 
principles of legality, reserve and respect.
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During 2020, we updated our reporting channel, expanding the types of crimes that can be reported 
in this form:

Unfair Administration Violation of the Code of Ethics 
and Conduct

Money Laundering

Misappropriation and 
Distraction

Bribery of a National or 
Foreign Public Official

Water Pollution

Corruption Between
Private Parties

Financing
Terrorism

Non-observance of Isolation 
or Other Preventive Measure 

Provided by the Health 
Authority

Incompatible Negotiation Receipt of stolen goods

This tool is available on our website and corporate intranet. Through the following link you can access 
our Complaints Channel Form:
http://www.australis-sa.com/denunciasV2/denuncia/
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CONTACT FORM AND SUGGESTIONS

During 2020, one of our commitments regarding the Sustainability Strategy was to create a contact form as 
a direct channel of communication with our collaborators, neighbors, suppliers, contractors, clients and all 
social, union and public entities.
This form was developed so that all our main stakeholders have the opportunity to leave a comment, 
congratulation, query, claim or other, generating an interaction link, which in turn allows the option of 
anonymity.

To access our Australis Contact Form, enter the following link:
http://australis-seafoods.com/australis-seafoods/etica-y-cumplimiento/formulario-de-contacto/

ETHICS COMMITTEE

We have an Ethics Committee whose objectives are to ensure compliance with the rules and principles 
established in the Company's Code of Ethics and Conduct and to know and manage those assumptions 
and complaints that are related to acts or omissions that attempt or may threaten against the norms 
and principles established in the Code of Ethics.

During 2020, our ethics committee was made up of the Chairman of the Australis Seafoods Board, Jie 
Tang; the Administration and Finance Manager, Moisés Saravia, and the Corporate Affairs and Human 
Resources	Manager,	Josefina	Moreno.	

The main functions of the ethics committee are:

a) Supervise and ensure compliance with the Code of Ethics, promoting a culture of adherence to 
compliance with the rules and good organizational practices.

b) Interpret the correct meaning and scope of the Code of Ethics.

c) Promote and disseminate the Code of Ethics. 

d) Know and require the investigation by third parties (internal or external to the Company), of those 
complaints that are brought to their knowledge regarding acts or omissions that may be contrary to 
the Code of Ethics, and whose knowledge and research does not have a special investigation procedure 
in the Company. 

e) Ensure the rights of workers, especially the right to be heard and to defend themselves properly.
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The members of the Committee shall hold their position for three years, and any of the members may 
be re-elected for the same period, they shall be designated and removed by the General Manager at 
such opportunities as may be determined by him.

Achieving the objectives of Good Governance enables 
internal and external interests to be aligned with the 
standards of integrity, transparency and compliance that 
corporate social responsibility and the efficient use of 
resources require for the creation of corporate value and the 
achievement of sustainable development objectives.”

“

Rubén Henríquez
Legal and Regulatory Affairs Manager
Good Governance Leader Sponsor
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Complaints

Complaints
channel

Ethics committee

Ethics committee

CPO
/ Investigator

Result
(5 days)

Notification	of	the	accused
charge formulation

(5 days, extendable, for 
defense)

Order new measures 
or the correction of 
procedural defects

Ethics Committee

CPO
/Investigator

The 
investigative

phase
(90 days)

Evidence
stage

(10 days)

Crime Prevention
Officer	(CPO)

Report

COMPLAINT FLOW

CPO
/ Investigator

Acquittal

Disciplinary penalty
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During 2020, we trained 100% of our managers, sub-managers and department 
heads in certain policies and documents considered relevant to the company, 
such as:

• Inclusion, Diversity and Discrimination Policy.

• Crime Prevention Policy.

• Information Security and Management Policy.
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TRANSPARENCY WITH ALL
OUR STAKEHOLDERS

Build transparency and probity relationships with those with which 
Australis Seafoods and subsidiaries interact is fundamental to our 
success, which is why we promote interactions that increase trust 
both at the level of people and with regulatory bodies.

During 2020, we updated and restructured our Australis 
Communications	 Policy,	 which	 establishes	 the	 definitions,	
objectives, messages and responsibilities that guide internal and 
external communications in our company. This document also 
establishes	the	official	channels	that	the	company	makes	available	
to communicate with its main stakeholders.

DISSEMINATION OF OUR SUSTAINABILITY 
STRATEGY

During 2020, we held outreach talks to our partners about our 
Sustainability Strategy. In these instances, they were able to 
understand how it was developed and what the fundamental 
pillars that make up it are, as well as the objectives for the coming 
years and the leaders for each of the themes.
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INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Innovation, in addition to being one of the main articulators of 
our purpose as a company, is a necessity for our development 
and sustainable growth. Innovation is a catalyst, which allows 
expanding productivity, possibilities and solutions to achieve 
Australis's goals and vision.

Therefore, we want to move forward progressively in a culture of 
innovation and for this, in 2020, Australis began the development 
of an innovation process that will enable us to identify the priority 
areas where we believe that innovation is possible and necessary.

NET CONTROL

The Networks and Diving Sub-management developed a platform that allows farming centers to 
control movements, documentation for monitoring and inspections, as well as management around 
the	nets,	easily	and	efficiently.

NetControl has made it possible to reduce the time of administrative work in the workshop areas, 
warehouse, farming centers and in general, of all the members of the Nets and Diving Department. 

The long-term use of NetControl will provide us with 
important information for decision-making because we will 
have the history of the behavior of our nets based on many 
variables that we can analyze. Data that today is handled 
only on the basis of experience, but without statistics. The 
software has worked optimally, it fulfills all the purposes 
for which it was conceived. It is now in the process of being 
updated as we hope to incorporate the record of diving 
activities in the company, a highly sensitive and important 
issue.

“

Constanza Ryks
Process Engineer, Submanager of Networks and Diving.
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TRIP

The Management Control area has worked on the implementation of this platform, with the aim of 
managing passenger transfers and the issues associated with it. This allows digitization and consolidation 
into	a	single	tool,	improving	the	traceability	and	efficiency	of	Australis	collaborators'	transfer	processes.	

Through this tool we will be able to manage the sea, air or land 
travel routes, as well as the accommodation required by each 
of the passengers. Likewise, it will allow departments such as 
Logistics, Administration, Occupational Health and Safety, 
Human Resources and Contractor Control, to have a better 
monitoring and control of information, planning transfer 
requests more quickly and easily 

“

Alonso Cerda
Head of Management Control, Aysén region.

The 2021 challenge is to include all the departments that 
send staff to the seawater farming centers. And now with 
the platform working at 100%, we will be able to know with 
certainty how we travel in Australis and thus make better 
decisions that have a positive impact in social, economic and 
environmental terms.

“

Magdalena Karelovic
Head of Management Control, Magallanes Region.
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WELCOME DOCUSIGN!

INTEGRATING PROMETHEUS

This 2020 we welcomed Docusign, a platform for the electronic signature of documents from different 
areas of the company and aligned with Human Resources processes. This enabled us to sign remotely, 
maintain secure, traceable document backing, reduce paper usage, and backup and store everything 
digitally.

This year we carried out an update and integration of the processes that are carried out through 
Prometheus, our management tool for Human Resources. We’ll go live at corporate level, with the 
Employee Central (EC), On Boarding (ONB), Recruitment (RCM) and Employee Central Payroll (ECP) 
module	at	the	maintenance	and	support	level,	we’ll	also	carry	out	training	and	SAP	certifications	and	
SAP Success Factors.

This tool was designed to be easily configured and managed 
by each of the collaborators who interact with it, which was 
a key advantage when implementing this digital platform." 

“

Aline Uslar
Process Engineer, Submanager of Sistems and Process.

This is a tremendously powerful and evolutionary tool, 
which has the benefit of integration, unifying processes of 
our Human Resources teams with modules at a production 
level.

“

Carla Aguilera
Human Resources Management Control Analyst.
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RESPONSIBLE PRODUCT
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Our mission is to provide the world with high 
nutritional value food, where our entire production 
chain is committed to ensuring both the safety and 

quality of our products, always aimed at meeting 
the needs of customers who prefer us.
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GENETICS AND
REPRODUCTION

FRESH
WATER

SEA
WATER

FARMING AND
TRANSPORTATION

PRODUCTION

AUTHORITIES AND UNION

COLLABORATORS

SUPPLIERS

SUPPORT AREAS: CONCESSIONS AND ENVIRONMENT  /  PEOPLE MANAGMENT /  OPERATIONS  /  COMMUNICATIONS

OUR VALUE CHAIN 

Almost 18 years after the start of its operations, Australis Seafoods has achieved continuous and 
sustained growth and development over time. The above, always based on sustainable development, 
conquering each of the links of its value chain, establishing transparent and long-term relationships 
with all its stakeholders. 

Thus, throughout its history, Australis has managed to position itself as the second exporter of Chilean 
salmon, in the most demanding world markets. In this context, and given this great responsibility, we have 
a strong commitment to the highest standards of quality and safety, focused on developing an efficient 
and responsible operation, managing and concerned about our interaction with the environment and 
the environment where we are present.
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The Australis Seafoods value 
chain has 3 central links: 
Production, Process and 
Marketing, which, together with 
the support areas, interact in all 
their processes associated with 
the main Stakeholders of the 
company

PRIMARY
PROCESS

VALUE ADDED
PROCESS

DISTRIBUTION

PROCESS COMMERCIALIZATION

CONCESSIONS AND ENVIRONMENT  /  PEOPLE MANAGMENT /  OPERATIONS  /  COMMUNICATIONS

CLIENTS
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Harvest 
(tons. Wfe) 2019 2020

% 
Variation

Atlantic 
Salmón 59,595 84,131 41%

PRODUCTION BY SPECIES

Harvest  
(tons. Wfe) 2019 2020

% 
Variation

Rainbow

Trout
11,539 21,099 83%

Harvest  
(tons. Wfe) 2019 2020

% 
Variation

Coho Salmon 842 2,978 254%

Harvest 
(tons. Wfe) 2019 2020

% 
Variation

TOTAL 71,976 108,209 50%
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QUALITY AND FOOD SAFETY IN OUR PRODUCTS

Food Quality and Safety is a fundamental pillar for the complete productive chain in Australis. 
We work daily, based on the most rigorous standards, to guarantee the quality and food safety of all our 
products, thus responding to the increasingly demanding needs of our customers and the markets where we 
are present.
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QUALITY OF ORIGIN

Our salmon and trout are grown in a natural environment, in the 
most pristine waters on the planet: Chilean Patagonia. 

In this unique environment, where nature is the true protagonist, 
we work every day to produce superior quality salmon. 

QUALITY IN PROCESSES

How can we demonstrate the quality of our product and operation? 

Certifications	are	our	main	proof	of	the	commitment	we	have	as	an	
organization to encourage sustainability in each of our processes 
and prioritize quality and safety. 

These	certifications	are	found	in	each	of	the	links	in	our	production	
chain which, through exhaustive auditing processes, allow us to 
enter the main markets in the world. 

For this, our performance has to meet the requirements not only in 
environmental matters, but in social and safety matters as well. In 
addition, we have an internal team that constantly conducts audits 
to evaluate and monitor compliance. 

HOW DO WE ENSURE FOOD QUALITY AND SAFETY?
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DGAC SUPPLY CHAIN CERTIFICATION

This	year	we	obtained	the	Supply	Chain	certification,	delivered	by	
the General Directorate of Civil Aeronautics (DGAC) at our Fitz Roy 
plant in Calbuco. Simply put, it means incorporating the rigorous 
airport cargo inspection process into our plant. In this way, we 
assure the airlines and authorities that the cargo does not represent 
any threat to air safety. 

As a result of this certification we have developed a series of 
procedures and innovations in infrastructure. This is how we 
turned our cold stores into a restricted security zone, where 
access is controlled for 100% of the people entering and, 
in addition, a CEIA EMIS 8075 air cargo metal detector was 
installed, one-of-a-kind in the salmon industry and the first 
in Latin America, so that each box of fresh Australis salmon 
undergoes inspection for threats that may harm aeronautical 
transport, putting Fitz Roy at the forefront of cargo security. 
Many thanks to all the areas that gave their support to 
achieve this very important certification for the marketing 
and logistics process of our product.

“

Joaquín Vicente
Submanager of Commercial Logistics. 

100% of the products were made 
in Certified Plants.
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QUALITY IN PRODUCTS

All our products have a labeling 
that distinguishes their origin and 
nutritional description

The entire production chain has internal platforms developed to ensure 
the traceability of our products. This monitoring is carried out from the 
beginning of the salmon cycle, in our freshwater hatcheries, it also includes 
the seawater grow-out stage and the processing in process plants, until 
the logistics and distribution scheduling for subsequent dispatch to our 
customers distributed in all corners of the world.
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COMMERCIAL MANAGEMENT

Australis produces one of the most sustainably produced proteins on the planet. Through different 
distribution channels and always at the forefront of the standards and expectations of our customers, 
Australis Seafoods shipped weekly during 2020, 4,991,667 * servings of salmon and trout, corresponding 
to 264,558,350 servings per year, to all corners of the world.  

UNITED STATES 28% 18% 0%

LATIN AMERICA 19% 0% 0%

ASIA WITHOUT JAPAN 8% 19% 6%

CHILE 12% 2% 2%

EUROPE 33% 14% 4%

JAPAN 0% 47% 88%

MARKET
ATLANTIC
SALMON TROUT COHO

MAIN MARKETS
Net volume distribution 2020 by species.

EUROPE
29%

UNITED
STATES

25%

LATIN
AMERICA

15%

CHILE
10%

* "Each serving of Australis salmon corresponds to 200 grams of product.
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Whole

H&G

Fillet Trim C

Fillet Trim D

Fillet Trim E

Fillet Trim F

Portioning

OTHERS

Product Atlantic Trout Coho

Supermarkets, processors and wholesale 
distributors are our main customers. 
However, the national Retail market has been 
strongly positioned in recent years. 

MAIN PRODUCTS

ASIA
10%

JAPAN
11%

78%

18%

4%

Salar Trucha Coho

SALES BY SPECIES 2020
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Australis was positioned during 2020 as the 
2nd largest salmon exporter in Chile in volume 

(net tons) and turnover (USD).
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY

During	 2020,	 we	 applied	 the	 first	 satisfaction	 survey	 to	 our	 main	 customers,	 large	 and	 small,	 in	
order to know their opinions and work on producing, processing and selling products aligned to their 
expectations. 

Some of the relevant items, considered in this measurement instrument, were the quality and the main 
attributes of our products, service and processing, sales management, among others. 

This	milestone	is	very	important	for	our	organization,	since	it	reflects	and	formalizes	the	work	of	an	
entire production chain that is focused on satisfying the needs and preferences of our customers both 
in Chile and around the world. 

Distribution of main customers surveyed:

United States

Mexico

Colombia

Brasil

Chile Argentina

Germany

Rusia

Japan

Taiwan
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CLAIMS MANAGEMENT AND REDUCTION

We know that customers are one of the most important stakeholders for us, so working on continuous 
improvement and maintaining their trust is our main motivation.
Our objective is to strengthen the relationship with the customer and guarantee the quality of our 
products and services.
During 2020, we achieved a decrease of more than 10% in claims compared to 2019, which prompts us to 
set new goals for 2021 and implement a claims management system.

The most important link in the production chain is the 
customer. Keeping their expectations in terms of generating 
a Safe, Untampered, Undivided and Innocuous product is the 
key to being Sustainable over time.

“

Gerardo Crot
Fitz Roy Plant and Process Manager
Responsible Product Leader Sponsor.

CLAIMS PERFORMANCE IN RELATION TO THE PERCENTAGE DEFECTIVE BOXES V / S BOXES PRODUCED
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AUSTRALIS STORES

In 2020, in order to advance the digital transformation of the relationship with our national customers, 
we	developed	a	series	of	online	actions	to	make	our	sales	channels	more	direct	and	efficient,	as	well	as	
to interact and entertain our customers.

•	We	enabled	our	first	e-commerce	channel	through	our	Australis	Stores	website
https://www.tiendasaustralis.cl/.

• We partnered with direct sales applications such as Pedidos Ya and Cornershop

• We developed online cooking classes every Thursday of the year through our Instagram 
@TiendasAustralis. In this way we wanted to accompany our clients in their home and provide them 
with entertaining, simple and nutritious recipes with our products.

At the beginning of 2020, and with the onset of the pandemic, 
the idea of expanding our online sales channels was born, 
always thinking about the final consumer and being able, 
in a simpler way, to continue reaching the table of each and 
every one of them. That is why the strategy considered key 
actions, such as the opening of our website, association 
with direct purchase applications such as Orders Now and 
Cornershop, as well as the implementation of the delivery 
system from Australis Stores, directly.

“

Claudia Knittel
Retail Commercial Executive.
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* All these photographs correspond to activities carried out prior to the pandemic.
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ANIMAL WELFARE

Australis Seafoods SA, as a producer and supplier of salmonids, understands that it is essential to 
provide	adequate	animal	welfare	conditions	for	our	fish.	

We understand that we work with a living being, who has the right to development in conditions similar 
to natural ones, receiving the means to satisfy its needs, having the possibility of avoiding negative 
experiences, in addition to being able to adapt to its environment without altering its biological system, 
allowing it to grow well and disease-free.

During	2020,	we	developed	our	first	version	of	the	Animal	Welfare	Policy,	to	promote	and	ensure	good	
practices	that	promote	the	welfare	of	farmed	fish.

We guide productive behavior according to the 5 freedoms (AWC): 

In	 order	 for	 the	fish	to	develop	 in	 an	optimal	 environment	 that	 allows	a	product	of	 excellence	and	
quality to be harvested, health and feeding plans are established, accompanied by an animal welfare 
risk matrix. 

We monitor the biosafety of each farming center on a daily basis: crop densities, water quality 
parameters, vaccination protocols, are some of the factors.

76 Sustainability Report 2020

Free from hunger and thirst

Free from fear
and threats

Free from
disease and pain

Free from uncomfortable 
conditions

Free to express
natural behavior
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USE OF ANTIBIOTICS

In	line	with	animal	welfare,	we	developed	a	series	of	strategies	to	strengthen	the	immune	system	of	fish	
from the beginning of the production cycle, one of the actions is the use of vaccines. Likewise, we carry 
out a strict sanitary control in order to detect possible diseases in advance and thus reduce losses due 
to mortality. 

These actions are directly related to reducing the use of antibiotics, which are only used reactively 
anyway. 

Specie 2020

Atlantic 200.28

Coho 0.00

Trout 0.00

AMOUNT OF ANTIBIOTICS USED PER TON PRODUCED*

*According to GSI, the use of antibiotics has been calculated as the amount of 
active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) used (in g) per ton of fish produced (LWE).
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2 0 1 6 2 0 1 7 2 0 1 8 2 0 1 9 2 0 2 0

Atlantic Coho Trout

Both in salmon farming and in other production of animals 
for human consumption, antibiotics are used as a tool to 
reestablish the normal health status of animals against 
diseases. There are many recommendations and restrictions 
in the countries, in order to control possible bacterial 
resistance due to its unbridled or excessive use.
 In our case, the antibiotic is only administered if necessary 
and there is a guarantee of the safety of our product since 
the periods of protection are ensured and the residues are 
analyzed with the most sophisticated techniques that 
currently exist. 
As a Health department we focus on promoting the 
responsible and prudent use of antibiotics, in order to 
maintain efficacy, reduce the risk of bacterial resistance 
and maintain the optimal state of health of the fish.

“

Mauricio Bustamante
Head of Fish Health.
Responsible Operations Leader Sponsor.

PERFORMANCE IN USE OF ANTIBIOTICS PER YEAR, EXPRESSED IN 
G OF ACTIVE PRINCIPLE (API) / TON OF FISH PRODUCED (LWE) In 2020,

we have
achieved a

reduction in
antibiotics of more 

than 80% over 
the last 5 years, 

positioning it
as the lowest
in our history.
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FISH MORTALITY

One of the pillars of Australis' production strategy is prevention. 
In this way, we are dedicated to developing actions that prevent 
possible diseases and enhance the health and well-being of the 
farming process. 

Although	it	is	difficult	to	definitively	avoid	fish	diseases,	the	strategy	
is based on trying to prevent their appearance and thus stop their 
development, in order to avoid mortalities.

The	overall	total	fish	mortality	for	the	year	2020	was	3.00%.

Specie 2018 2019 2020

Atlantic 3.98% 3.62% 2.93%

Trout 2.04% 3.68% 2.42%

Coho 0** 4.27% 9.94

FISH MORTALITY PER YEAR *

* A GSI indicator was used that calculates mortality for the last 12 months (January 
to December) as a proportion of the estimated number of fish in the sea, in the last 
month of the year (adjusted for harvest and mortality).
** Australis did not produce Coho salmon during 2018.

Atlántico Coho Trucha
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During 2020, we 
achieved an average 
monthly mortality
≤ 1% for all ou

 grow-out centers 
sown in the year.

ANUAL MORTALITY PER SPECIE

2 0 1 6 2 0 1 7 2 0 1 8 2 0 1 9 2 0 2 0

Atlantic Coho Trout
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We applied the first survey in our 
grow-out centers, on the efficiency 
and effectiveness of technological 
means for the extraction of 
mortality, as an initial stage to 
establish improvement plans in this 
area for the following years.

20%

15%

7%

7%7%

43%

Mechanical damage SRS Oxigen Transport No apparent cause Others*

MAIN CAUSES OF MORTALITY DURING THE PRODUCTIVE CYCLE

* Corresponds to all other registered causes of mortality, which are not within the 5 with the highest 
percentage.*
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COUNTING AND TREATMENT OF CALIGUS

Caligus (or sea lice) is a natural parasite found in all the world's oceans, as well as many species of 
fish,	and	has	a	detrimental	effect	on	their	health	and	well-being.		For	the	global	salmon	farming,	it	is	
a	constant	challenge	to	find	methodologies	that	allow	its	management,	since	it	can	directly	affect	the	
productivity of the farming centers.

When	 levels	 of	 Caligus	 are	 approaching	 the	 allowable	 limits,	 the	 fish	 are	 treated	 with	 authorized	
medications to prevent its spread and foster elimination. 

Caligidosis in salmon is a parasitic disease caused by the 
marine copepod called Caligus rogercresseyi, which travels 
through ocean currents and attaches itself to the skin 
of salmon where it reproduces, grows and multiplies in a 
few weeks. The parasites feed on the skin of the salmon 
causing wounds of various kinds, especially if the number 
of parasites is very high. Damage to production ranges from 
low growth, poor quality, and even fish mortality. 

For this reason, it is necessary to control the number of 
parasites per fish (parasite load) on a weekly basis to 
prevent damage from being generated and determine a 
treatment to eliminate them. The weekly count is regulated 
by Sernapesca and is carried out by counting the parasites 
of 10 fish per cage in 4 total cages in the center, which rotate 
randomly during the weeks of the production cycle. This 
count must be carried out by Australis personnel qualified 
before Sernapesca and in the week that an average level 
equal to or greater than 3 female caligus per fish is reached, 
a treatment by antiparasitic bath must be carried out.

“

Joel Quidel 
Submanager of Sea Water Health.
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THE COUNT OF CALIGUS UPDATED TO DECEMBER 2020, AS AVERAGE NUMBER OF GRAVID FEMALES:
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MEDICINAL TREATMENTS AGAINST CALIGUS

MEDICINAL TREATMENTS PER BATH 2020

Species LWE (ton) API (g) g API/ton

Atlantic Salmon 89,433.03 348,530.00 3.90

Coho Salmon 30.83 0.00 0.00

Rainbow trout 19,962.79 17,940.00 0.90

Species LWE (ton) API (G) g API/ton

Atlantic Salmon 89,433.03 0.00 0.00

Coho Salmon 30.83 0.00 0.00

Rainbow trout 19,962.79 600.00 0.03

ORAL MEDICINAL TREATMENTS 2020

* The amount of treatment used is calculated as the amount of active pharmaceutical 
ingredients (API) used (in grams) per ton of fish produced (LWE).
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RESPONSIBLE OPERATIONS
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RESPONSIBLE SUPPLY

We know that being sustainable means meeting current needs 
without putting those of future generations at risk. This is why we 
seek to implement sustainable practices in each of our processes 
and integrate the selection of planet-friendly raw materials. 
In terms of production, it is essential to promote strategies that 
allow a better conversion of the feed, so maintaining control over 
the doses and their formulations allows us to deliver an adequate 
amount	of	feed	to	the	fish	according	to	their	needs.

The use of marine ingredients is a key indicator in terms of 
sustainability,	 as	 it	 describes	 the	 amount	 of	 pelagic	 fish	 used	 in	
food	production	in	relation	to	the	amount	of	farmed	fish	produced;	
that	is,	the	amount	of	pelagic	fish	needed	to	produce	1	kilogram	of	
salmon	feed.	This	is	expressed	as	the	forage	fish	dependency	ratio	
(FFDR),	which	is	calculated	based	on	the	use	of	fishmeal	and	fish	oil.

YEAR FISHMEAL
FFDRm

FISH OIL
FFDRo

2017 0.5 1.6

2018 0.45 1.37

2019 0.46 1.44

2020 0.31 1.37

* This calculation is based using the ASC parameters for Fish Meal Dependence 
Ratio (FFDRm).

USE OF MARINE INGREDIENTS IN FEED*
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A great challenge in terms of sustainability is the progressive 
reduction of dependence on raw materials of marine origin, 
because the vast majority of these ingredients - mainly in the 
form of fishmeal and fish oil - come from the capture of wild 
species , which in turn creates pressure on natural marine fish 
populations.

At Australis, we are governed by the ASC Standard for measuring 
the use of raw materials of marine origin, through the FFDR (Forage 
Fish Dependency Ratio) indicator, which assesses the dependence 
on fishmeal and fish oil (FFDRm and FFDRo, respectively), in the 
diets used to feed salmon.

It is important to highlight that these ingredients are a 
fundamental source of proteins and lipids, in the formulation of 
salmon diets, which we see reflected in their development and 
high growth. 

“

Claudio Rabanal
Submanager of Food and Nutrition.
Responsible Operations Leader Sponsor
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One of our commitments, around the 
sustainability strategy, is to annually 
reduce our dependence on pelagic 
fishing in our diets.

Also, did you know that Australis 
Seafoods was the first company in 
Chile to use diets with more than 90% 
decrease in fishmeal? 
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The decrease in dependence on marine protein is in line with 
a work that we have developed for a couple of years as a 
company; being pioneers in the industry since we were one 
of the first salmon farmers in Chile to promote the use of 
diets without fishmeal.

To achieve this, a series of replacement strategies have been 
developed that allow the use of other types of proteins, 
which are not marine. This is why the development and 
innovation in food supplier companies is very relevant, 
who also respond favorably to our demands, which are 
directly in line with our Australis Sustainability strategy, 
the nutritional structural basis of our products and the 
commitment to the environment. 

“

César Martínez 
Head of Nutrition
Responsible Operations Leader Sponsor
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RESPONSIBLE USE OF SOY

In	addition	to	fishmeal	and	fish	oil,	the	salmonid	diet	also	includes	
plant-based ingredients, such as soy, a food rich in protein. Of all the 
vegetable protein sources, soybean meal and protein concentrate 
are one of the most promising substitutes for partially or fully 
replacing	fishmeal.

Our commitment is to ensure that these plant-based ingredients 
are sourced responsibly, promoting the supply of soybeans from 
deforestation-free soybeans and the purchase of Round Table of 
Responsible	Soy	(RTRS)-certified	products.

In 2020, all our feed suppliers committed and 
guaranteed the compensation of 100% of the 
soy used in our formulations, through the 
purchase of RTRS certificates.
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REDUCTION OF PLASTIC SUPPLIES IN OUR OPERATIONS

One of our commitments regarding the sustainability strategy is to reduce the use of plastic inputs in 
our	operations,	starting	with	the	reduction	of	the	use	of	food	bags	in	fish	farms,	in	which	we	carry	out	
pilot tests to deliver bulk feed.

During 2020, we 
carried out the 

first bulk transport 
test in Chile for 

freshwater food, at 
our Las Vertientes 

center.

We loaded the feed from the supply plant into the internal tanks of the truck, which was placed directly 
in	the	silos	of	the	fish	farm	at	the	destination.
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CONVERSION FACTOR

FCRe
1.15

FCRb
1.10

The conversion factor (FCR) is a productive indicator, 
which represents the amount of total feed required to 
produce 1 kg. salmon.

When we talk about the biological FCR (b), we consider the 
mortality of the period, while the economic FCR (e) does 
not include dead biomass.

A lower conversion factor demonstrates the effi-
cient use of resources in the feed, where salmon is 
currently the most sustainable protein compared to 
beef, pork and chicken, as indicated by the following 
graph:

Ratio of the amount of food needed to produce 1 kilo of edible meat.
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Costa and Punta Ramón are awarded the Biomar 
Farmer of the Year!
With a ceremony via Teams, the recognition given to Australis by Biomar, the feed producer for the 
salmonculture industry, was carried out; for obtaining the best productive results in the industry in 
Atlantic salmon, in two of our farming centers: Costa and Punta Ramón, located in the Aysén and 
Magallanes region, respectively.

We are very happy with the results obtained during the 
productive year 2020. I would like to congratulate each of the 
members that make up these two farming centers and thank 
them for their commitment and great daily work that today 
allows us to have this type of results, especially in a year as 
challenging as that of a global health crisis. 

“

Cristián Sauterel
Sea Water Production Manager.
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GOOD ENVIRONMENT
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RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT

We	are	present	from	the	Biobío	region	to	Magallanes,	developing	our	various	operations	in	the	most	
pristine and southern places in the world: the Chilean Patagonia. In this context, our main commitment 
is to demonstrate our environmental and social responsibility by identifying, understanding and 
managing our impact, promoting and fostering a positive coexistence with nature, biodiversity and 
the social environment.
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

The aquaculture industry, in general, is regulated by a strict environmental and social regulatory system. 
This is why we developed a series of initiatives not only to comply, but also to integrate said indications 
into our processes and thus make legislation the basic principle of our operation.

Type of Non-
Compliance Number

Total Value Fine 
imposed in dollars Detail

Sanitary 2 USD$6,510 SERNAPESCA

DURING 2020, TWO SANITARY FINES WERE RECORDED FOR AUSTRALIS SEAFOODS:

“

Mauricio Delgado
Submanager of Regulatory Affairs
Good Environment Leader Sponsor.

A long-term look requires putting the management of the 
geographic space in which we are located at the center, where 
our objectives of Good Environment are fundamental to 
achieve a sustainable operation with the environment and 
biodiversity. It is important not to forget that the ocean and 
the coastline are goods for public use and the use of common 
goods is a challenge for societies. This sustainability policy is 
a good start to advance in self-regulation and collaborative 
governance of the spaces in which we carry out our activity.
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FISH ESCAPE 

Inclement weather and predation are external factors that, in many cases, are unpredictable and 
negatively	 impact	 production	 causing	 unwanted	 situations,	 such	 as	 fish	 escape.	 Given	 the	 above,	
at Australis Seafoods we are concerned with developing strategies that allow us to control these 
environmental externalities and even avoid possible human errors, in order to protect and prevent 
escape episodes.

This	is	a	critical	indicator	for	aquaculture,	which	is	measured	as	the	net	number	of	escaped	fish,	after	
their recapture from January to December.

2018 2019 2020

Fish Escape 0 0 0

“

Guillermo Contreras
SubManager of Networks and Diving

Although fish escapes are events that have a high-risk 
component that is often difficult to control, we take the 
utmost precautions considering the quality, maintenance 
and repair of our cages and nets. Likewise, our contingency 
plans are designed to reduce and mitigate possible impacts, 
in the event of circumstances likely to constitute a risk to 
the environment.

Each of our centers has Rov, which check our nets daily to 
reduce the possibility of fish escapes, in addition to having a 
backup stock in case of any emergency or contingency
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INTERACTION WITH MARINE FAUNA

One of the main pillars of our strategy, in environmental matters, is to protect the ecosystems in which 
we operate. To do this, we are committed to the correct management of our commercial activities and 
to reducing negative interactions with fauna through responsible management.

 Despite our efforts, some wild animals could die as a result of their interaction with our farms.

Number of lethal incidents divided by total number of sites

Birds/sites Mammals/sites

Accidental 0 0.029

Intentional mortalities 0 0
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LETHAL INTERACTION WITH SEI WHALE IN MATILDE 3 FARM

On April 30, 2020, there was an unfortunate and accidental interaction with a Sei whale (Balaenoptera 
borealis) specimen at the Matilde 3 farm in the Aysén region. During the morning general inspection of 
the farming units, the personnel on duty noticed the presence of the dead cetacean in the area where 
the farm wolfholes moorings and ropes are located.
This fact, according to the Aquaculture Environmental Regulation (art. 5 of DS 320/2020) constitutes 
a contingency, so all the initial information was gathered to notify the activation of the Mammal 
Gillnetting	plan	to	the	National	Fisheries	Service,	Harbor	Master's	Office	and	Superintendency	of	the	
Environment.

Necropsy performed on the sei whale specimen (B. borealis) on Matilde Island, Aysén Region.

At	 the	 same	 time,	 the	 regional	 management	 of	 Sernapesca	 Aysén	was	 notified,	 who	 instructed	 to	
release the specimen, took it to the coastal edge and anchored it in a safe area. This, in order to be able 
to subsequently carry out a sampling and all the pertinent actions that allow clarifying the causes of 
the event.

The investigation was carried out by the Investigative Brigade of Crimes Against the Environment and 
Cultural Heritage (Bidema), of the Investigative Police. Australis, in order to be able to provide all the 
disposition to clarify the causes of this situation, had the services of expert researchers in cetaceans, 
for the execution of the necropsy of the species, having as a sponsoring entity, the Research Center for 
Sustainability (CIS) of Andrés Bello University.

In the necropsy, four inspection windows were opened inside the tissues near the middle, thoracic, 
abdominal and inguinal ear, in order to be able to take the samples required for the analyzes. The results 
of the necropsy, histopathology, analysis of heavy and complementary metals, support as the main 
cause	of	death,	a	defense	and	/	or	flight	mechanism	against	persecution	by	predators	such	as	killer	
whales (Orcinus orca).

It has been described that the Sei whales of the southern channels perform a “voluntary stranding”, 
that is, they approach and leave their head in the direction of the coast, staying in very shallow waters 
(Goddall et al., 2007). Sometimes they take refuge near boats anchored in the same context. 
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According to the information provided by the research carried out, it is inferred that this behavior of the 
Sei whale could have occurred, since, when chased by the orcas, it would have rushed towards the crops 
module seeking protection, becoming entangled and suffering the possible attack by its predators, 
causing death.

On May 6, 2021, in the Puerto Aysén 
Juzgado	 de	 Letras	 y	 Garantía	 Court,	
the	 hearing	 of	 definitive	 dismissal	
was held in this case, taking into 
account that the facts denounced do 
not constitute a crime, based on the 
hypothesis of entrapment due to an 
attack of killer whales exposed in the 
autopsy report, there are no grounds 
for the crime of 135bis of the General 
Law of Fisheries and Aquaculture, thus 
ruling out intentionality or negligence 
in the facts.

Australis Seafoods has a strong commitment to the environment and therefore we submit to the most 
demanding	certifications	and	international	initiatives	for	sustainable	leadership.	We	consider	that	it	is	
our duty to investigate and report the events in a transparent way.

Dorsal fins of four sei whales individuals, observed on May 14, 2020, 
near the Matilde III culture center.

“

Paola Marquardt
Head of Affairs

Seawater

There are few biodiversity studies in the Aysén region 
and, in general, there is little information regarding the 
measures to be taken in case of interaction with fauna. 
Marine mammals, such as whales, are large species, so their 
unraveling can imply risks for the staff of the centers and 
the advice of specialists must be counted on to follow the 
recommended guidelines.

Based on the contingency at the Matilde 3 center, Australis 
chose to carry out biodiversity monitoring with the University 
of Magallanes, adding to the academic contribution, 
generating knowledge and scientific bibliography for the 
Aysén region.

Based on these studies, it is expected to advance in a plan 
for the interaction of fauna with farming centers that will 
allow support to the personnel in the recognition of species, 
improve sighting records and define the guidelines to follow 
in case of  marine mammals and birds gillnetting events.
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During 2020, we trained 70% of the growout 
center staff in the recognition of threatened 
species in their respective geographic sectors, 
in order to promote interactions that do not 
generate an impact on the coexisting fauna.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

We are committed to the environment and sustainable waste 
management. In turn, we believe that one of the ways to achieve 
this is through recycling and revaluation of as much of our waste 
as possible, generated by the production chain, reducing its volume 
and	 reducing	 its	 final	 disposal	 in	 landfills	 and	 sanitary	 landfills.	
Along the same lines, the commitment is to reduce the use of 
natural resources.

FINAL DISPOSAL (TONS)

ORGANIC FRESHWATER SLUDGE AND PLANTS 3,774.4

NON-HAZARDOUS SOLID WASTE 5,559.0

HAZARDOUS SOLID WASTE 709.5

Totals 10,042.9

DESTINATION OF WASTE 2020

REVALUATION (TONS)

NON-HAZARDOUS SOLID WASTE 27,140

The freshwater and process plant waste treatment is carried out 
through	treatment	plants	with	rotating	filters	in	the	Ketrun	Rayen	
and	Las	Vertientes	fish	farms,	while	in	Estero	Matanza	and	Copihue,	
sedimentation pools are used and in the Fitz Roy plant, there is 
treatment through physical and chemical processes.
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ILW HATCHERY (average month m3)

Ketrun Rayen 94,078

Las Vertientes 200,349

Copihue 97,987

Estero Matanza 61,518

ILW (INDUSTRIAL LIQUID WASTE) PRODUCED DURING 2020

IN 2020, WE REVALUED 73% OF OUR WASTE.

73%

27%

REVALUATION FINAL DESTINATION

ILW PROCESS PLANTS (average month m3)

Fitz RoY 20,628

Torres del Paine 14,271
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
CONTROL OF INORGANIC WASTE IN THE SEABED UNDER OUR FACILITIES

During 2020, 71% of our growout centers harvested, had early warning prospecting measures,
complete prospecting and / or site cleaning. 
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EFFICIENT USE OF WATER

Water is a limited, indispensable resource and a basic necessity, in addition to being necessary for the 
operation of the entire Australis production chain. 

The use of this resource is governed by Water rights, which concern a series of rights that the 
international	system	safeguards	and	that	the	State	of	Chile	has	undertaken	to	fulfill.

At Australis we are concerned with complying with the water rights granted for each of its productive 
links and which are of the non-consumptive type, which enables the use of water without consuming 
it and obliges it to be restored in the same quality, quantity and opportunity.

Establishment Description: Water extracted and restored Rights granted

Ketrun Rayen l/s 1,088 1,500

Las Vertientes l/s 2,319 5,093

Copihue l/s 137 1,300

Estero Matanza l/s 712 950

Fitz Roy (well) M3/year 154,825 34.4 l/s

Fitz Roy (slope) M3/year 53,882 2.86 l/s
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WATER FOOTPRINT

One of our commitments for 2021, around 
the sustainability strategy, is to measure 

our Water Footprint for the first time, 
seeking to responsibly manage the use of 

water resources.
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CARBON FOOTPRINT

Climate change is one of the greatest threats we face as humankind. In this context, as a company 
we consider it essential to promote responsibility for the different ecosystems and thus generate the 
necessary change through integrative solutions and sustainable practices to ensure the quality of life 
of future generations.

The salmon industry uses energy to carry out its processes, as do other companies, which implies a 
generation of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) into the atmosphere, translated into tons of carbon dioxide 
equivalent	(CO2e).	However,	the	salmon	industry	is	considered	to	be	more	efficient	compared	to	other	
sources of protein production.

During 2020, Australis measured its corporate carbon footprint for the 2019 period and has given the 
kickoff	 to	 counteract	 its	 environmental	 impact.	 For	 this,	 it	defined	a	baseline	 from	which	 to	 start	
implementing mitigation policies and sustainable development of its activities.

Scopes Activity GHG emissions (tCO2e)

Scope 1 Consumption of fuels and refrigerant gas 30,008

Scope 2 Power consumption 5,320

Scope 3 Waste, logistics and business trips 32,434

Total 67,763 ton CO2 Eq

INVENTORY OF GREENHOUSE GASES IDENTIFIED WITHIN AUSTRALIS BUSINESS UNITS.
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GLOBAL FOOTPRINT BY SCOPE

47,9%
Scope 3

44,3%
Scope 1

7,9%
Scope 2

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL EMISSIONS ACCORDING TO BUSINESS UNIT

Fresh Water Fattening Logistic Office Plant

41.8%

8.9% 4.0%

6.0%

39.3%
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As members of the GSI, Australis Seafoods is committed to 
certifying its facilities under the standards adopted by the 
Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC). The ASC standard is the 
most challenging and universal sustainability standard available. 
The standards it considers are related to good production and 
operation practices; compliance with national and sanitary 
laws, as well as the evaluation and compliance with aspects of 
environmental biodiversity; labor compliance; evaluation of the 
social environment and integration with the community. 

During	 2020,	we	maintained	 the	 certifications	of	 100%	seawater	
centers	 and	 increased	 the	 new	 centers	 with	 ASC	 certification	
by 5, with a harvest volume of 52,625 tons of biomass, which 
corresponded to almost 49% of the annual production. Additionally, 
our	process	plant	also	maintained	MSC	CoC	certification.

CERTIFICATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE

For Australis it is a priority to have the highest standards of the aquaculture industry in each of the 
links of its production chain, guaranteeing the preservation of the environment and biodiversity, as 
well as providing good working conditions to its employees.

ASC CERTIFICATION 

The	 Best	 Aquaculture	 Practices	 (BAP)	 certification	 is	 the	 only	
aquaculture	certification	program	that	complies	with	 the	Global	
Food Safety Initiative (GFSI), Global Social Compliance Program 
(GSCP) and Global Sustainable Seafood Initiative (GSSI). The BAP 
certification	 is	 administered	 by	 the	 Global	 Aquaculture	 Alliance	
(GAA),	 a	 non-profit	 organization	 dedicated	 to	 the	 promotion,	
education and leadership in responsible aquaculture. 

During	2020,	we	recertified	23	sea	centers	and	3	fish	farms	with	the	
BAP standard.

BAP CERTIFICATION
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GOOD NEIGHBOR
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As a company, we seek to create value for our social environment 
through our business, through the responsible and integrated 
management of our social and environmental impacts with our 
communities,	developing	collaboration	plans	and	mutual	conflict	
resolution.

ENGAGING WITH OUR TERRITORIES
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TOGETHER AGAINST COVID: A DIFFICULT YEAR FOR EVERYONE

During 2020, considered one of the most complex years for Chile and the world, Australis Seafoods 
kept	 its	 commitment	 to	 the	 surrounding	 communities	 from	 the	 Biobío	 region	 to	 Magallanes,	
creating	support	networks	and	strengthening	its	bond	in	periods	of	extreme	difficulty	for	our	social	
environment. 

That is why, during 2020, one of its strongest commitments was to provide and strengthen support to 
those most affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, mainly to our communities and neighbors from the 
Bio-Bio region to Magallanes.

Here are the main actions developed with our communities in direct support of the pandemic:

CAMPAIGN "ALWAYS FOR CHILE"

As Australis we joined the "Always for Chile" campaign organized by the CPC and Salmonchile, where 
our	Cunco	collaborators	in	the	Las	Vertientes	fish	farm,	Puerto	Varas	Office,	Fitz	Roy	Calbuco	Plant	
and	Puerto	Chacabuco	Office,	participated	directly	in	the	delivery	of	food	baskets,	in	support	of	the	
local communities that needed it most in the midst of this pandemic.

We would also like to thank the collaborators of Aysén, who sailed to Puerto Aguirre Island to deliver 
these food supplies.

Ivonne Donoso - Las Vertientes Omar Inostroza - Las Vertientes
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Diego Undurraga - Puerto Varas

Héctor Ramírez - Puerto Varas Joaquín Parra - Puerto Varas Raúl García - Puerto Varas

Sergio Barría - Puerto Varas Vicente Tapia - Puerto Varas

Tamara Ojeda - Puerto VarasSandra Calatayud - Puerto Varas

Alexei Piñones - Calbuco Camilo Gómez - Calbuco
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José Barría - Puerto Aguirre

Cristián Milahuechun - Puerto Chacabuco

Nixy Vargas-Calbuco Waleska Soto - Calbuco

Fernando Villa - Calbuco Miguel Altamirano - Calbuco Miguel Gatica - Calbuco

Luis Mansilla - Puerto Aguirre

Oscar Barría - Puerto Aguirre
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Sebastián Gallardo - Puerto Chacabuco
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FRESH WATER

In	this	productive	stage,	Australis	has	its	fish	farms	in	the	Biobío,	La	Araucanía	and	Los	Lagos	regions.	
In each of these areas a series of support initiatives were developed in the pandemic context.

ARAUCANÍA REGION

In	the	region	of	La	Araucanía,	in	Melipeuco,	a	sanitization	arch	was	put	in	place,	as	well	as	cleaning	and	
disinfection of public places. In Cunco, and with the support of Salmonchile, our colleagues from the 
La	Araucanía	region	supported	the	control,	management	and	creation	of	a	sanitary	arch	for	the	2,500	
belt. 
In addition, we managed the delivery of cattle feed concentrate to the Tromelafquen indigenous 
community located in the same commune of Cunco.

Malix Bustos, Alfonso Coke (Mayor of Cunco), Cristián Retamales and Héctor Arroyo.
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BIOBÍO REGION

In	the	Biobío	region,	our	colleagues	from	Ketrun	Rayen	created	food	boxes	to	support	the	communities	
surrounding	our	fish	farm,	who	needed	it	most.	

Likewise,	we	provided	support	with	the	delivery	of	alcohol	gel	dispensers	for	two	stores	near	our	fish	
farm, so that they can have these protection elements against the virus, to take care of themselves, 
their customers and our colleagues who always buy there. 

Neighbor of the sector, Paul Garcés and Gastón Quiribán, collaborators of  Ketrun Rayen Hatchery.

“

Leandro Faúndez
Head of Hatchery, Ketrun Rayen.

It was a job very well done and where the participation of the 
fish farming collaborators was fundamental. The important 
thing is that colleagues were the protagonists of this help .
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Also	 understanding	 the	 difficult	 economic	 context,	 we	wanted	 to	 be	 present	 on	 key	 dates	 for	 the	
delivery of gifts to children, so we made a gift delivery to the surrounding communities, for Children's 
Day and Christmas.

GIFTS FOR CHILDREN'S DAY AND CHRISTMAS
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PUERTO VARAS

One of the age groups that have been hit hard by the pandemic are the elderly. It is for this reason that, 
as	a	company,	and	through	our	collaborators	at	the	Puerto	Varas	office,	we	donated	50	kilos	of	salmon	
for three months to the Long Stay Establishment for Older Adults (ELEAM) in the same city. 

Rocío Acuña, Camila Alvear, representatives of ELEAM Puerto Varas, Omar Vega, Raúl García, Sergio Soto and Ángela Ríos.
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CALBUCO – FITZ ROY PLANT

SUPPORT TO CALBUCO HOSPITAL 

Our Calbuco colleagues delivered personal protection elements to be able to supply these inputs that 
are	key	 for	 the	care	and	proper	work	development	of	establishment	officials;	which,	 in	 turn,	go	 in	
direct care of the families of the commune. From March onwards, we were delivering masks, suits, 
white bibs, headdresses, blankets and gloves.

DISINFECTION OF PUBLIC SPACES

In	order	to	contribute	and	provide	public	officials	and	the	community	with	disinfected	and	safe	spaces,	
together with other companies in the commune, we held sanitation days. Using a spray solution, the 
Calbuco	Municipal	Building,	Carabineros,	the	Port	Captain's	Office,	the	Bus	terminal,	La	Vega	sector	
and Plaza de Armas were disinfected.
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WATER LAYERS

We	supported	the	control	officers	of	the	Calbuco	sanitary	barrier,	with	the	delivery	of	rain	suits,	so	
that they could carry out their work despite the inclement rain and the climate in the area. 

HANDING OUT CHRISTMAS GIFTS 

On	December	22,	72	Christmas	gifts	were	delivered	to	our	neighbors,	children	of	fishermen	who	are	
part of the Calbuco Fishermen and Divers Cooperative (BUPESCAL).
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COVID-19 DETECTION OPERATIONS IN CALBUCO

Within the framework of a collaborative alliance between the Fitz Roy plant and the Calbuco Health 
Department,	since	December	3,	2020,	the	company	has	made	saliva	tests	available	to	the	officials	of	
the Health Centers of the commune, Municipality of Calbuco and Municipal Education Administration 
Department (DAEM).

“

Carlos Comicheo, 
Kinesiologist from the Calbuco Health Department and in 
charge of the Covid-19 Testing, Traceability and Isolation 
Strategy.

This new saliva test is fast, effective and comfortable, both 
for the person who tests and for the patient. It is a very 
interesting method, so we hope to continue this collaborative 
work to keep with mass testing in the commune.
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AYSÉN REGION

DISINFECTION OF HOMES FOR THE ELDERLY

In April 2020, 80 private homes for the elderly in Puerto Chacabuco were disinfected.

DISINFECTION OF PUBLIC SPACES

Together with the Municipality of Puerto Aysén, disinfection operations were carried out in various 
public spaces in the commune, as a method of cleaning and protecting against Covid-19.

CEPIJ FOOD DELIVERY

In April 2020, we delivered 27 food boxes to the Child and Youth Protection Program (CEPIJ) of 
Corporación Opción in Aysén, which will go in direct help of the families that make up this program. 
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DELIVERY OF FOOD SUPPLIES FOR FAMILY BASKETS

In order to complement the contributions made by the Government and other organizations such as 
Australis,	we	delivered	a	contribution	of	40	meshes	of	potatoes	and	40	bags	of	3-kilo	flour	that	went	
directly to the help of older adults from the Los Pioneros de Puerto Chacabuco neighborhood council 
which includes 40 older adults from the community. 

DELIVERY OF EQUIPMENT TO THE AYSÉN HEALTH SERVICE

Within the framework of the "Committed to the South" campaign, Australis, together with other 
companies in the industry, delivered medical equipment for the Aysén Health Service, personal 
protection items, vital signs monitors, multiparameter monitors, and carts for oxygen concentrator 
monitors, infusion pumps, bracelets for blood pressure measurement, among others. All of them, 
important equipment and supplies, which seek to contribute to the strengthening of the Aysén 
Assistance Network in times of pandemic.
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SALMON FESTIVAL

Within the framework of the activity called "7th version of the Puerto Chacabuco Salmon Festival" 
Australis made the donation of 50 kilos of salmon for this event organized by the community, 
featuring artistic shows broadcast online and a big family lunch, where a salmon dish was given to 
the community. This was prepared at the local school by a team that followed the safety measures. A 
team that complied with all the protocols indicated by the authority was in charge of the delivery to 
the homes of the elderly and the most vulnerable families in the commune.

CHRISTMAS IN PUERTO CHACABUCO 

In order to give a moment of enjoyment to the residents of Puerto Chacabuco, Australis provided 
support for the implementation of different initiatives during the Christmas season. 

During	 the	 first	 days	 of	 December,	 lights	were	 installed	 for	 the	 Christmas	 tree	 that	 is	 in	 the	 city.	
Instance that allowed all the neighbors to enjoy this decoration. Eight hoses of 20-meter led lights 
each were delivered for the activity.

In	addition,	the	6th	Puerto	Chacabuco	Firefighters	Company	was	supported	with	bags	of	sweets	for	
the town children, within the framework of the Christmas Caravan, where health protocols were kept, 
allowing us to deliver a moment of joy and recreation to the little ones of the household. 
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MAGALLANES REGION

SANITIZATION OF THE ELDERLY HOUSE AND PUBLIC PLACES IN NATALES

At the beginning of the pandemic, the company's support activities focused on the sanitation of 
various public sectors of the Natales commune, such as bus stops, the communal bus terminal; in 
addition to attending the prevention of the disease in the homes of the elderly of various neighborhood 
associations, especially neighborhood association No. 34, with whom a series of activities related to 
the development of the neighbors has been carried out for years.

AUSTRALIS SUPPORTS PRIMARY HEALTH IN PUNTA ARENAS

For	the	benefit	of	the	hundreds	of	patients	who	come	to	Cesfam	"Carlos	Ibáñez"	every	day,	and	due	to	
the health situation in the country, there is no suitable patient-waiting area; as Australis we provided 
support with a container to help neighbors who, due to weather conditions, must wait in the open. 
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AUSTRALIS SUPPORTS ARTISANAL FISHING IN PUERTO NATALES

During	2020,	we	decided	to	take	part	in	a	donation	made	by	the	artisanal	fishing	unions	of	Natales,	
who were dedicated to gathering food to deliver family baskets for the neighbors most economically 
affected	by	the	pandemic.	On	this	occasion,	we	gave	support	with	half	a	ton	of	flour,	which	was	received	
with	great	joy	by	its	leaders	and	by	the	beneficiary	families.

AUSTRALIS SUPPORTS NATALES NEIGHBORS DURING THE PANDEMIC

Based	on	the	company's	commitment	to	the	community,	the	delivery	of	nearly	fifty	family	baskets	to	
residents	of	Natales	was	managed;	specifically,	to	members	of	the	Neighborhood	Board	No.	34	and	the	
Ks'Kial Community; who came to Australis to ask for food support for the families who, a result of the 
pandemic, have seen their income diminished.
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PRC EXAMS FOR NATALES

Within the framework of the company's commitment to directly support the prevention and protection 
of	the	community	against	Covid-19,	Australis	was	one	of	the	first	companies	in	the	industry	to	develop	
mass entry tests at the different areas of their collaborators. Along the same lines, it extended this 
effort to the Magellan community, carrying out PCR tests available to the local authorities of Puerto 
Natales to be applied to the residents of the commune.
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AUSTRALIS IN ALLIANCE WITH THE LAST HOPE UNITARY WORKERS’ CENTRAL

After a series of talks with the CUT and, in the search to grow in the connection with the actors 
involved	in	local	development,	Australis	managed	two	training	courses	that	benefited	nearly	half	a	
hundred workers in the lines of entrepreneurship and quality. These tools will undoubtedly be of great 
support for the economic and labor reactivation of those who are part of this important Trade Union 
Association in the region.

It should be mentioned that this work alliance was born after the company's participation in a project 
created together with the Provincial Governorate that requested support from Australis to foster the 
economic development of the area.

By 2021 it is expected to strengthen this alliance and seek this or other forms of strengthening, 
especially when the CUT has transferred all its trust and desire to advance together with the company 
for	the	benefit	of	the	city	and	above	all,	its	workers.
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SAFE RETURN PROTOCOLS FOR THE ARTISAN VILLAGE ETHERH AIKE

Continuing in the same vein of the work that the company has been developing for more than six years 
with the Artisan Village of Puerto Natales, under the contingency of the pandemic that the country 
is experiencing, we worked on a safe reopening protocol for the more than 25 tenants that give life to 
Etherh Aike.

In this context, and with the aim of returning safely for both its workers and clients, through the 
Occupational Health and Safety area, we created a detailed protocol and preventive talks on health 
measures that prevent possible outbreaks of Covid 19 infections at their facilities. In this same line, we 
provided them with the necessary inputs such as alcohol gel, gloves, masks and thermometers; as well 
as regular PCR testing operations.
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“

Javier Torres
Spokesman for the Artisan Village.

Along with my gratitude, I would like to emphasize that 
Australis’ support has always been important to us, especially 
now with the pandemic. The protocol issue for the people is 
relevant and, on this occasion, with the training that they gave 
us today, I believe that the expectations are super positive, 
and we hope to continue working together as we have done 
so far.
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STRENGTHENING OUR CULTURE

As a company we are convinced that the cultural richness of our 
First Nations is an essential pillar for the development of people.

In Magallanes, Australis, being an important part of the Regional 
Association of Producers of Trout and Salmon of Magellan, 
renews as part of this alliance, its collaboration and development 
agreement with seven Kawésqar communities that -among other 
objectives- seek to expand the creation of business models and 
services throughout this First Nation which is so important in the 
history of the region. 
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UNITED BY OUR COMMUNITIES 

The close relationship generated with our communities has enabled us to see their reality and 
assimilate their main needs, engaging with them in the search for solutions.

In the Aysén region, after having signed a collaboration agreement with the regional Health Service 
in	2019	and	in	order	to	facilitate	the	entry	of	health	personnel	to	places	of	difficult	access,	Australis	
completed	the	first	medical	round	in	the	Huichas	Islands,	also	reaching	places	such	as	the	Pilcomayo,	
Sola, Traiguén, Luchin and Vergara islands, where its inhabitants received medical personnel, 
accompanied by authorities from the health area and company collaborators.
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IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL IMPACTS WITH COMMUNITIES

In terms of identifying impacts, 2020 was a challenge for the 
entire Australis team. The pandemic forced us to reinvent 
ourselves and seek other communication options with our 
communities.

In this context, we had to migrate from face-to-
face meetings and workshops to remote or telephone 
communication, being the most complex scenario for 
freshwater communities that are in rural places with little 
telephone connectivity. However, this did not stop us, and we 
maintained community relations with each of them, holding 
extensive telephone conversations with their opinion 
leaders, who in turn met with their communities to carry out 
the initial diagnosis on the impacts of our operations and to 
communicate to us this information.

It was thanks to this dynamic that we were able to collect 
and consolidate this information that is so relevant to 
us, so we will seek to carry out the best and most ample 
management in relation to this.

“

Ángela Ríos
Corporate Social Responsibility Coordinator 
Good Neighbor Leader Sponsor.
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CONTRIBUTING TO LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

As another way to promote the development of our communities, courses on Entrepreneurship and 
Good Manufacturing Practices were developed, providing tools that allow enhancing work and business 
opportunities,	benefiting	a	hundred	people	linked	to	neighborhood	associations	and	organizations	as	
the Last Hope Unitary Workers’ Central.

On	November	20,	the	first	online	course	for	our	neighboring	communities	was	completed.

This educational instance was held throughout the month of November where members of different 
social organizations from Calbuco and Puerto Natales participated. In Calbuco: the Neighborhood 
Development Council of the La Vega Neighborhood, the Hands of Woman Group, the Calbuco Artisans’ 
Association and the La Vega Neighborhood Council. In Natales: members of the Neighborhood Council 
No. 34, Juan Pablo II.
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TRAINING FOR ARTISANAL FISHERMEN

“

Pablo Fuentes
Submanager of Quality Fitz Roy Plant
Responsible Product Leader Sponsor

We carried out several instances with the communities 
to support them in the development of their plant. 
Among them, training on safety and reports with 
recommendations and opportunities for improvement.

Within the framework of the collaboration agreement that we maintain with the Calbuco Divers and 
Fishermen Cooperative, training was given to the group by our colleagues from the Quality Sub-
management. With the objective that they can prepare for the opening of their future processing and 
sales room in Caleta La Vega.
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In 2002, Australis developed 2 new policies 
on Promotion of local employment and hiring 
of local suppliers, in order to promote and 
enhance local development.
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RESPONSIBLE RELATIONSHIP   

During 2020, in order to have the human capacities and the 
necessary means for a responsible and permanent relationship 
with local communities, we trained 100% of our managements, 
sub-managements and heads in corporate social responsibility 
policies.
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AUSTRALIS CUP  2020:
SPORTS, CRAFTS AND TOURISM FESTIVAL OF PATAGONIA

Together with the Fernando Solabarrieta Soccer School, we developed, for the fourth consecutive year, 
the Copa Australis 2020 soccer championship, which has positioned itself as one of the most important 
summer festivals in Puerto Natales, in the Magallanes region. Additionally, and thanks to the support 
of	the	Etherh	Aike	Artisanal	Village,	starting	with	this	version,	five	days	of	a	big	artisan	and	gastronomic	
fair were added that included more than seventy entrepreneurs and local merchants, guest artists, 
music and folklore.
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AUSTRALIS CLEAN POINT

In environmental terms, we highlighted the continuous operation of our Australis Clean Point in the Los 
Lagos region, initiative that provides a recycling space for the community to dispose of their waste. 

We were the only recycling point that remained operational in the city of Puerto Varas during the 
pandemic, recycling more than 26 tons of household waste during the year.
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VISIT TO OUR CALBUCO PLANT

At the beginning of March 2020, a visit was made by 17 members of the La Vega neighborhood council and 
the N ° 2 neighborhood council of Calbuco. In this instance, the CSR team and Katherine Delgado, Fitz Roy 
Plant Welfare Manager, welcomed the guests and watched the video of the salmon cycle so that they 
could learn about the entire process that is carried out at the company level.

“

Glenda Velásquez
President of the Neighborhood Council of La Vega 
Neighborhood Development

I want to highlight the Australis company for its constant 
concern for its environment, its neighbors and, above all, our 
La Vega neighborhood. We are happy to have the constant 
support from this company, which cares about us.

After the visit, a trout tasting was held for our guests. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY 

In seawater, we continue to work on reducing the use of expanded 
polystyrene	in	floats,	by	replacing	floats	injected	with	plastic,	with	
floats	 filled	 with	 air,	 which	 will	 allow	 us	 to	 reduce	 pollution	 on	
beaches and sites near farming centers.
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OUR PEOPLE
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As a result of our trajectory of more than 15 years, for Australis it is essential to provide the conditions 
in which its collaborators feel motivated and that in turn they are offered all the possible support for 
the performance of their work and for their personal and professional growth.

The values that today motivate the men and women who work at Australis Seafoods are:

INSPIRED BY OUR VALUES

RESPECT AND
HUMILITY FELLOWSHIP

COMMITMENT INTEGRITY
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Respect one another  
and consider different 

positions, facing 
different topics, with 
a willingness to listen, 
valuing all the roles in 

our relationships.

To promote companionship, to 
privilege the collective to the individual, 

to be available, to give advice, to give 
constructive feedback while maintaining 

a warm and close environment.

Committing 
ourselves, taking 

responsibility and giving 
the best of ourselves.

Being integral and 
coherent with what we 

seek.

Being humble, knowing how to listen, 
accept criticism, seek agreements, 

share knowledge, accept our mistakes, 
be genuine and maintain our identity in 

success and adversity.
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At Australis, values are the foundations that form the spirit of our 
company. A spirit marked by the work of each of its collaborators, 
but	 also	 defined	by	 the	 personality	 and	 individuality	 of	 each	 of	
them.

In order to become leaders in the industry, in a sustainable way, 
the Australis Values Project was born, which began with a pilot in 
our Fitz Roy process plant, in Calbuco.

During 2020 and thanks to the core team of the project, a series 
of initiatives were developed in order to incorporate the values in 
each of the actions and behaviors of the collaborators; that is, in 
the organizational culture.

AUSTRALIS VALUES PROJECT!

Diana Delgado, Harry Sepúlveda, Pablo Fuentes, Karina Obando and Alexei Piñones.

The project is led by a core team, which implemented a participatory work methodology, in order to 
promote all the ideas of all the participants, to contribute to the achievement of the project objective.

Core Team 2020 Fitz Roy Plant:
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Presentación del equipo Valores en línea.

Strengthening Values inside the Plant.

Activity with administrative reinforcement 
Values.Greeting Day.

Participatory methodological 
process.

Activity with administrative reinforcement 
Values.
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PROACTIVITY

LEAD THE CHANGEINITIATIVE

EMPOWERS
EVERYONE

CHALLENGINGRESULT
DRIVEN

HONESTY AND
RELIABILITY

MOTIVATE
OTHERS

INSPIRE AND
MOTIVATE

GENERATE
TRUST

LISTEN AND
GIVE FEEDBACK

COOPERATION
AND MUTUAL

RESPECT

TRAINER

TEAM 
DEVELOPMENT

TEAM 
WORK

COMMITMENT

INTEGRITYCOMPANIONSHIP

RESPECT AND
HUMILITY

The Australis Competencies Model is created based on our values, mission and vision. Along the same 
lines, our performance evaluation system is based on the competencies of our model in order to 
promote the culture and behaviors expected in each of our collaborators.
 
In order to bring this model closer and adapt it to the needs that arise in our organization, a small 
update was carried out to understand and associate the competencies in a simpler way. 

COMPETENCIES MODEL
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At Australis Seafoods we know that our most important capital is people.

Our commitment is to empower and support our internal and external collaborators, adding value to 
their skills and abilities, in addition to promoting good labor practices in health, safety and human 
rights, always guaranteeing the freedom and equality of all our collaborators.

OUR PEOPLE
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On average, during 2020, Australis had 2,668 directly hired 
employees in all of its subsidiaries.

ENDOWMENT 2020

Year Average number of collaborators 

2017 1,304

2018 1,547

2019 1,657

2020 2,668

Gender 2017 2018 2019 2020

Men 69.09% 70.2% 67.5% 67.1%

Women 30.9% 29.8% 32.5% 32.9%

DISTRIBUTION BY GENDER

The average number of direct contract employees, fixed term and indefinite 
term, by 31 December 2020 is considered.
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COMPOSITION BY AGE RANGE 

DISTRIBUTION BY ORIGIN

Year Chilean Foreigners

2017 98.3% 1.6%

2018 96.9% 3.1%

2019 97.9% 2.1%

2020 93% 7%

Age Number of collaborators

Below 30 years old 843

Between 30 and 40 years old 958

Between 40 and 50 years old 687

Between 50 and 60 years old 307

Between 60 and 70 years old 41

More than 70 years old 2

TURNOVER AND HIRING RATE

Turnover Rate Hiring rate Retention rate

13.3% 20.90% 113%
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GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN

LOS LAGOS
45.24%

BIOBÍO
1.28%

ARAUCANÍA
2.41%

SANTIAGO
0.28%

AYSÉN
9.44%

MAGALLANES
41.35%

USA 
(MIAMI)

0.4%
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One of Australis's main commitments is the development of its collaborators. It is for this reason 
that it is essential to provide a workplace that encourages progress and career development, 
through a pleasant work environment and all the necessary opportunities to enhance their skills and 
competencies.

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Our Human Resources and Corporate Affairs management uses a Performance Management System, a 
process designed to attract, develop, motivate and retain the talents of our organization.

The Performance Evaluation in our company consists of the following stages: 

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Through this system, we seek to ratify the commitment with our collaborators, to continue developing 
and promoting their growth in our company.

Goal
setting

Self-assessment

Evaluation
and feedback

Impact of
the evaluation

Mid-year
feedback
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2020

65% of those evaluated had a performance within 
the expected ranges (between 80 and 105).

16% of those evaluated performed better than 
expected (105 AND 115)
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At Australis, we want to promote the development of activities that improve the occupational health 
of our employees, which is why, during 2020, we conducted a work environment survey with more than 
60% participation of the entire AMSA and FR staff. 

The foregoing, to generate a plan of occupational health development activities during the year 2021. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

62% 68%

PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPATION

Australis Mar Planta Fitz Roy

total of employees
surveyed: 598

total of employees
surveyed: 518

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Application of survey

Analysis
of results

Presentation of final
report, action plans.

2020

The survey was applied during January and February 2020. During March and April, the results were 
analyzed, and in turn, the action plan was reviewed during the second semester in together with the 
entire management team.

APPLICATION TIMES
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RESULTS OF THE WORK ENVIRONMENT SURVEY: 

GLOBAL AVERAGE

Leadership

Identification with the company

Benefits and socio-recreational activities

Cooperation between units and teamwork

Motivation for work

Communication between collaborators

Progress And Development Perspectives

Organizational Support

Organizational Clarity

74
79

71
79

73
78

71
74

70
76

84
70

75

73
80
80

84

60 65 70 75 80 85 90

82

77
77

FRSA (%) AMSA (%)
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Training is a fundamental tool that allows us to enhance and professionalize the skills of our employees. 
They	allow	us	to	carry	out	our	daily	tasks	safely	and	efficiently,	allowing	us	to	reach	the	maximum	of	
our capabilities.

To this end, Australis has a department in charge of planning the training of the collaborators.
 We also have a bipartite training committee to promote the development of educational tools.
 It is made up of representatives of the company and of the collaborators and is intended to agree and 
evaluate the training programs that are developed within the organization.

TRAINING

2018

448
courses

27,553
Training

hours

2019

1096
courses

50,790
Training

hours

2020

644
courses

156,233
Training

hours
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During 2020, we trained 100% of the 
recruitment staff and more than 70% of 
Australis leaders, in a Selection Interview 
by competencies, in order to promote the 
selection of human talent according to the 
values and vision of the company.
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In the area of Human Rights, during 2020 we created our Together 
+ Diversity program, through which we frame and develop all 
initiatives that promote the inclusion of people with disabilities 
and gender equity in our organization. 

Actions developed this year:

HUMAN RIGHTS
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• Diversity Committee: During	 2020,	 we	 created	 our	 first	 diversity	 committee	 in	 Australis	 that	
seeks, among its main functions, to be a relevant actor and promoter of the inclusion of people with 
disabilities and gender equality in Australis.

It is made up of representatives from different areas and is led by the Corporate Affairs department.

Sergio Díaz
Submanager of Farming

Magallanes region

Camila Alvear
Head of Communications

and Corporate Affairs

Gonzalo Balbontín
Submanager of

corporate projects

Sandra Calatayud
Submanager of

Human Resources

Pablo Munizaga
Submanager of Operations

Aysen region

Gerardo Crot
Fitz roy Plant and
Process Manager

Consuelo Chamorro
Submanager

of Concessions

Josefina Moreno
Manager of Corporate Affairs

and Human Resources
Sponsor
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•Teleworking Model: Prior to the pandemic, and in line with our 
commitment to the Gender Parity Initiative (IPG), we began to work on 
a Telework project for our organization, so that we can encourage this 
model, in line with the conciliation of the personal, work and family life 
in our company. 

This project was driven by the pandemic, being approved during 2020, 
and	will	allow	that,	once	the	pandemic	protocols	are	finalized,	we	can	
incorporate this model as part of our work system in Australis. 

• Training: Through Comunidad Mujer, a leading entity in promoting 
gender equality for 20 years, we developed training for the leaders 
of the entire organization on gender equality and unconscious 
discrimination biases.

• University of Los Lagos study: We participated in a study by 
the University of Los Lagos, called "Characterization of female 
employment in the salmon industry in the Los Lagos region" through 
which we developed a survey of our employees who currently hold 
administrative positions. This tool allowed us to know their perception 
regarding female labor development in the industry.

• IPG: During 2020 Australis continued to be part of the Gender Parity 
Initiative, delivering its second report on this matter of action, in order 
to align the strategy to the gaps detected through this diagnostic tool.

• Labor Inclusion Index:  In order to promote a culture of labor 
inclusion for people with disabilities, we participated in a project of the 
Avanza Foundation in conjunction with the National Disability Service, 
through which we carried out a diagnosis to review progress in terms of 
inclusion in Australis, which yielded a working matrix. This matrix was 
a key input for the development of a plan to eliminate discriminatory 
gaps. In turn, this program allowed us to train Human Resources 
representatives from the different regions where we are present, in 
matters of diversity, language and inclusive recruitment processes, law 
21.015, among others.
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In line with evolving and improving our internal 
processes, we updated our Inclusion, Diversity 

and Non-Discrimination policy, which stipulates 
the main guidelines and our position regarding 
the integration of diverse people, especially in 
the case of those who have skills, origins and 

different orientations.

Level of labor inclusion Index score

Low labor inclusion < 40

Average labor inclusion 40 a 55

High labor inclusion 55 a 70

Complete labor inclusion >70

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE MATRIX

According to the results of the labor inclusion index, the lowest level is 
observed in the Institutional Policies dimension. To increase the index, it is 
a priority to adopt these policies towards inclusive policies, which provide 
guidelines on disability and labor inclusion. For this, it would be beneficial to 
access training on PcD labor inclusion issues and on inclusive policy design.

Institutional Policies Institutional Policies Organizational culture

52% 65% 77%

Current regulations on 
labor inclusion

Accessibility of 
environments and 

information

Human Resources 
Practices Risk Management Organizational Culture
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AUSTRALIS SEAFOODS INDEX OF WORK INCLUSION FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES RESULTS MATRIX 

Level of labor inclusion 66%
High labor inclusion
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“

Camila Alvear 
Head of Corporate Affairs and Communications
Human Rights Leader Sponsor

Inclusive labor management in Australis has focused on 
looking at each of the processes in perspective to gradually 
detect and reduce possible barriers that limit the correct 
incorporation of people with disabilities in our organization. 
This management goes beyond compliance with Law 21.015 
and is mainly focused on addressing in a transversal manner 
all those actions, from the different areas of the company, 
that are necessary for us to advance in a much more inclusive 
organizational culture and, above all, equitable 

• Training: In this work, more than 120 of our collaborators with high 
decision-making power, heads, sub-managements and managements, 
participated in training on inclusive culture, unconscious biases and 
workplace harassment or mobbing, whose focus was to strengthen 
their skills and deliver relationship and safety strategies, promoting 
inclusion across the company.
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GOOD NEWS:

During 2020, and in line with promoting parental co-
responsibility and the reconciliation of personal, work and 
family life in Australis, we approved two large compensations for 
our collaborators:

1. The postnatal period of men, which by law is 5 days, after the 
birth of the child, Australis increased it to 10 days as of January 
1, 2021.

2. Australis will also subsidize the remuneration of all its 
collaborators who, in the pre and postnatal period, are affected 
by the limit imposed by law. In this way all collaborators will 
receive their salary in full for the duration of their leave.
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As of December 31, 2020

34.6% of those who work in Australis are women.

13.6% of senior positions are held by women.

0% men made use of their days off for birth and 0 of their Shared Postnatal Leave.
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BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES

VIDACÁMARA

A series of insurance coverages that is a real support, both for 
them and for their family. 

- Life insurance
- Complementary health, dental and catastrophic.
- Has a wide network of health providers associated with Red 
I-med.

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PAE)

A	 professional	 telephone	 counseling	 service	 to	 solve	 difficulties	
that affect our daily lives and that interfere with work. The PAE 
offers	 psychological,	 legal,	 financial	 and	 nutritional	 guidance,	
promoting healthy life habits.

ARTURO LÓPEZ PÉREZ FOUNDATION

As of 2019, all Australis collaborators are part of an agreement, 
free of charge, with the Arturo López Pérez Foundation (Falp) that 
is dedicated to the comprehensive treatment of cancer and also 
provides emotional support to the patient and their family. Up to 
2018 this agreement implied a co-payment between the company 
and the collaborator. 
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ASSOCIATED BUSINESSES

Agreement with various businesses, which allows our collaborators 
to	access	different	products	and	services,	in	a	more	efficient	way	
and on many occasions at a better price. Banks, restaurants, 
bookstores, gyms, commercial premises, among others.

SODEXO

Since 2016 Australis has an agreement through the Sodexo 
company that, via cards and cafeterias at its facilities, provides 
food service for its employees.
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LABOR RELATIONS

100% of the employees hired by the Fitz Roy plant in Calbuco are covered by 
collective negotiation agreements.

We work daily to build and strengthen transparent and close labor relations, where trust prevails on a daily 
basis and in formal instances of relationship, aligned with our values as a company.

Below,	we	report	the	total	number	of	non-compliances	that	resulted	in	fines	(in	USD	dollars)	from	January	
to December 2020:

Type of Non-Compliance Number Total Value Fine imposed in dollars Detail

Social- Economic 5 USD$12,717 Labor Directorate Infractions 
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY: THE MUTUAL COMMITMENT TO TAKE 
CARE OF OURSELVES

Occupational Health and Safety management has always been a priority for our company since it is the 
basis for the well-being of our employees. Likewise, during 2020, this became even more fundamental, due 
to the adverse health context we are going through, given the Covid-19 pandemic in the world.
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COVID-19: A CHALLENGING YEAR

Unexpectedly, we were all greeted by 2020 with a global pandemic. We had to lock ourselves in, adapt 
to a new normal and in this context learn how to relate and continue, above all, with a safe operation 
for our people.

Javier Cisternas
Submanager of Occupational Health and Safety.
Occupational Health and Safety Leader Sponsor.

“The main challenge for the organization was the setting up 
of all the appropriate protocols and conditions for each of the 
collaborators in their different contexts, facilities and tasks. 
We had to adapt and teamwork was key in this tremendous 
challenge .

The	first	step	was	to	activate	the	teleworking	modality,	where	about	20%	of	the	staff	could	opt	for	this	
system permanently or semi-permanently.

For those who could not perform remote work, we designed Covid-19 prevention protocols, beginning with 
transportation, to entering our facilities and including returning to their homes. 
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In parallel, we developed multiple preventive education and communication campaigns to be able 
to encourage protocols and compliance with safeguard measures. Along the same lines, we directly 
supported the families of our collaborators, providing personal protection kits and informative 
reinforcements on self-care measures. 

We believe that control is in protection, for this reason we permanently supply all our areas with the 
appropriate elements for their care, such as masks, alcohol gel, among others. That is why we have 
also been emphatic that each of the collaborators who are working presential use these personal 
inputs correctly and fully complies with the preventive hygiene measures that come before, during 
and after the entrance to our facilities. 
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For transport, we consider capacity at 50% for air, sea and land mobilization. Exclusive boats were 
even managed for everyone's safety.

Our management in terms of Covid, stands out for continuous improvement in all areas, adapting to 
all regulations. In this context, two working committees were formed, one at the executive level for 
the Covid protocols and the other for particular situations and updating of regulations. Both of them 
led by the managers of each area.

We set up a massive and permanent testing plan in each of the facilities in order to reduce the possibility 
of sources of contagion among our collaborators. Likewise, in all areas, health surveys are carried out 
to	find	out	the	status	of	each	of	the	people	who	enter.	All	accesses	are	controlled	by	temperature	
measurement. 

All preventive measures have been replicated throughout the production cycle, in the transport 
logistics chain and in the export of our products. They are also in constant improvement and for this 
we self-evaluate with the single government audit form.
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Actividad con administrativos refuerzo 
Valores.
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MAIN INDICATORS 

NUMBER OF
FATALITIES

0

LOST TIME
INJURY RATE

9.08%

ABSENTEEISM
RATE

0.152%
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ACCIDENT RATE 
AMSA

1.52%

CLAIM RATE 
AMSA

54.49%

ACCIDENT RATE
FRSA

1.83%

CLAIM RATE
FRSA

39.19%

ACCIDENT RATE
TDP

5.38%

CLAIM RATE
TDP

185.43%
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MAIN ADVANCES 2020 IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

WE MEET ALL SUSTAINABILITY GOALS 100%:

1. Decrease in the accident rate in all the company's subsidiaries

Subsidiary Percentage of decrease

Australis Mar 20%

Fitz Roy Plant 20%*

Torres del Paine Plant 58%**

*Fitz Roy Plant achieves a rate lower than 2 for the first time.
** This decrease was achieved in the first year of acquisition and management by Australis at the plant.

PEC certification of the Occupational Health       
and Safety Management System 2020

During	2020	100%	of	Australis	Seafoods	facilities	were	certified	under	the	
Competitive PEC Management System.
A great challenge that involved all areas of the company, led by all the 
professionals of the SSO team.

Some of the audited modules are: 
- Managerial commitment 
- Joint committee 
- Contractor control, 
- Hazard matrices, 
- Contingency plans, 
- Compliance with current regulations 
- Accident and incident management
- Among others.

Contractor safety We audited 50% of our contractor companies during 2020, in terms of 
Occupational Health and Safety.

This work was carried out under three main axes: 
1) Regulatory compliance
2) Sanitary conditions in workplaces 
3) Applications of preventive tools.
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Our goal for the year 2021 is to obtain the PEC 
certification of Excellence in our facilities, with 

a view to the future and to be able to certify 
ourselves in ISO 45001 in the coming years.
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In the last 3 years, we have achieved a 
decrease of more than 30% in the accident 
rate, in the Sea water phase.
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In the last 3 years, we have achieved 
a decrease of more than 40% in the 
accident rate at our Fitz Roy plant 

and more than 60% for the
Torres del Paine process plant. *
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GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE (GRI) 
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GRI INDICATORS TABLE

GRI STANDARD CONTENT PAGE OMISSION

"GRI 102: 
GENERAL

CONTENTS"

ORGANIZATION PROFILE

102-1 Organization name 6

102-2 Activities, brands, products and services 18, 19

102-3 Location of Headquarters 6
102-4 Location of operations 24, 25

102-5 Property and legal form 18

102-6 Markets served 68, 69

102-7 Size of the organization 22,24,25, 165

102-8 Information about employees and other workers 165, 166, 167

102-9 Supply chain 60, 61

102-10 Significant changes in the organization and its supply chain 16, 17

102-11 Precautionary Principle or Approach 110, 111

102-12 External initiatives 19, 110

102-13 Associations Membership 19

STRATEGY

102-14 Statement from senior executives responsible for decision-making 12, 13

102-16 Values, principles, standards and norms of conduct 7, 28, 29, 42, 43, 

GOVERNANCE

102-18 Structure of the Governance 20, 21
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GRI STANDARD CONTENT PAGE OMISSION

"GRI 102: 
GENERAL

CONTENTS"

STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION

102-40 List of stakeholders 32, 38

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 184

102-42 Identification and selection of stakeholders 34, 35 ,37

102-43 Approach for stakeholder participation 35
102-44 Key issues and concerns mentioned 37

PRACTICES FOR THE PREPARATION OF REPORTS

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements Corporate 
Report 2020

102-46 Definition of the contents of the reports and the coverage of the topic 35

102-47 List of material topics 37

102-48 Information restatement Does not apply

102-49 Changes in the preparation of reports Does not apply

102-50 Period covered by the report 8

102-51 Last report date 8

102-52 Reporting cycle 8

102-53 Contact point for questions about the report 6

102-54 Declaration of preparation of the report in accordance with GRI standards 8

102-55 GRI content index 200, 201, 202

102-56 External verification 8
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GRI STANDARD CONTENT PAGE OMISSION

MATERIALITY 2020

ETHICS, INTEGRITY AND TRANSPARENCY

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Coverage 42

103-2 Management approach and its components 31, 43

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 44, 45 ,46

MATERIAL
INDICATOR

205 -2 Communication and training on anti-corruption policies and procedures 50

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Coverage 114, 116

103-2 Management approach and its components 31, 116

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 46

MATERIAL
INDICATOR

413-1 Operations with local community participation, impact evaluations and 
development programs. 116 a 153

HUMAN RIGHTS

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Coverage 176

103-2 Management approach and its components 31, 176, 177, 178, 179,

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 44, 46

MATERIAL
INDICATOR

412-2 Employee training in human rights policies or procedures 50, 179

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Coverage 186

103-2 Management approach and its components 31, 188

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 192, 193, 194

MATERIAL
INDICATOR

403-9 Work accident injuries 192, 193

PRODUCT SAFETY AND QUALITY

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Coverage 59, 64, 65

103-2 Management approach and its components 31, 65

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 66, 72, 73

MATERIAL
INDICATOR

417-1 Requirements for information and labeling of products and services 67
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APPEARANCE GSI INDICATOR PAGE

ENVIRONMENT

Regulatory 
Compliance

Monetary value of significant fines and number of non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with environmental legislation and regulations.

97

Environmental
Certifications

Certifications and permits related to the environment. 110

Fish
Escape

The number of fish escapes is shown as a net number after their recapture from January to 
December.

98

Fish Mortality Fish mortality is a key measure used to assess fish health during production. We have chosen to 
measure mortality using a rotating 12-month mortality rate. This measure calculates mortality 
for the last 12 months (January to December) as a proportion of the estimated number of fish 
in the sea, in the last month of the year (adjusted for harvest and mortality).
 

79, 80

Use of Antibiotics The use of antibiotics has been calculated as the amount of active pharmaceutical 
ingredients (API) used (in g) per ton of fish produced (LWE).

77, 78

Caligus count The objective of this measure is to confirm that companies comply with the activation 
limits established by national regulators, and do everything possible to keep the levels to 
a minimum.

81, 82

Medicinal methods Medicinal feeding treatments: This indicator seeks to quantify the amount of API used (in 
g) per ton of fish produced (LWE), which is important to manage any external impact of 
medicinal use. This indicator should be seen and displayed in context with the sea lice count 
indicator.

83

Non-Medicinal 
Methods

To demonstrate innovation and progress within sustainable sea lice management, companies 
are encouraged to report on the non-medicinal tools and methods used.

Does
not apply

Interactions
with Fauna

This indicator is set to align with the ASC Salmon Standard and shows that companies 
comply with the regulations of <9 interactions per year.

99, 100,101

Use of Marine 
Ingredients

in Feed

This metric is used to demonstrate the improvements that are being made to improve the 
efficient use of marine ingredients, using the ASC parameters for the Fishmeal and Fish Oil 
Dependence Ratio (FFDRm and FFDRo).

86, 87

GLOBAL SALMON INICIATIVE (GSI) TABLE OF INDICATORS
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204

APPEARANCE GSI INDICATOR PAGE

SOCIAL- LABOR

Employment Number and rate of hiring and average employee turnover, broken down by age group, 
gender and region.

165, 166, 167

Health and Safety
at Work

Percentage of workers who are represented on formal joint health and safety committees 
for management and employees, established to help monitor and advise on occupational 
health and safety programs.

194

Type and rate of injuries, occupational diseases, days lost, absenteeism and number of fata-
lities related to work by region and gender (Does not include Suppliers or subcontractors).

192, 193

SOCIAL-COMMUNITY

Local
Communities

Percentage of centers where development programs, impact assessments and participation 
of the local community have been implemented.

116 a 153

Social
Non-Compliances

Total number of non-compliances that resulted in fines (in USD dollars) from January to 
December.

184

ECONOMICAL

Investment in R&D Investment in Research and Development. Does not apply
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ANNEXES

       

 

 

 

 

 

INDEPENDENT REVIEW REPORT SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2020-2030 

AUSTRALIS 

Ms, 
Josefina Moreno 
Human Resources and Corporate Affairs Manager. 
Australis  
 

Of our consideration: 

In the context of the Australis Sustainability Strategy 2020-2030, the first process of monitoring the progress made in its first year of 
implementation has been carried out. 

Scope 

Limited security review on compliance with the goals established by Australis in its Sustainability Strategy in accordance with the 
standards of the International Standard on Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial 
Information (ISAE 3000), issued by the International Auditing and Assurance Standard Board (IAASB) of the International 
Federation of Accounts (IFAC). 

Our review work has consisted of formulating questions to various Australis units and managements that have been involved in the 
Strategy implementation process, as well as the application of analytical procedures and review tests that are described below. 

• Meetings with those responsible for the delivery of information and evidence of the Strategy. 
• Review of the status of compliance with the Strategy and agree with Australis on the list of evidence to be delivered for each 

action and initiative declared. 
• Once all the evidence was received, the information was reviewed in detail, and in cases where it was necessary, additional 

evidence was requested to finally verify compliance with the stated goals. 
• Key recommendations are proposed to improve the monitoring process in the future and delivered the letter of verification. 

Conclusions 
 

• The verification process was carried out based on the goals declared as 100% fulfilled.  
• Regarding the verified goals, we can affirm that no aspect has been revealed that makes us believe that the evidence provided 

by Australis to account for its compliance with the 2020 Sustainability Strategy has been altered or manipulated to reach the 
objectives raised.  

Responsibilities  

• The preparation of the Sustainability Strategy, definition of goals, indicators and evidence to be delivered to monitor 
compliance for the year 2020.  

• Our responsibility is to issue an independent report, based on the procedures applied in our review.  
• This report has been prepared exclusively in the interest of Australis, in accordance with the terms established in the Letter of 

Commitment. 
• We have carried out our work in accordance with the independence standards required by the IFAC Code of Ethics.  
• The verification conclusions made by Deloitte are valid for the latest version of the Strategy Monitoring updated online on April 

28, 2021. 
• The scope of a limited security review is substantially less than that of a reasonable security review or audit, therefore we do 

not provide an audit opinion on Australis' 2020-2030 Sustainability Strategy. 
 

 

 
  

David Falcon 

Director 
  

Deloitte Advisory SpA 
Rosario Norte 407 
Las Condes, Santiago 
Chile 
Fono: (56) 227 297 000 
Fax: (56) 223 749 177 
deloittechile@deloitte.com 
www.deloitte.cl 
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WWW.AUSTRALIS-SEAFOODS.COM


